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Earlier ages



"Nearly all men can stand adversity, but if you
want to test a man's character, give him power."
Abraham Lincoln


Prologue

The weather wasn't really pleasant the next day. Not only the wind blew louder, but also snow started to fall... you kept looking out in the window, then sat down into a chair.
You were sitting on the chair in front of the fireplace, wandering about the story you heard yesterday night. The old man saw you there, so he came back.
“Interested in another tale, aren't you?” He said.
You nodded.
“Well, I think I will tell another tale, then. One, which happened centuries before our last one...” - and he started to speak.

1. Further consequences of a treachery

An Ebon knight was sitting on a rock, looking into the distance. It was obvious that he was only seeing his mind's inner pictures at the moment. "It wasn't so boring" Darion told himself while sitting on the black stone surrounded by a lava pool "I really like fighting against such weaklings as those humans..." he smiled as remembering the battle. The forces of hell were defeated.... But he has won his own battle. It was not his mistake, and he knew that if everyone had fought as courageously as he had, they would have now won. The thought that he is the best made him feel great. Suddenly a dog-like creature jumped out of the lava pool.
“The great Zarthok wishes to see you, Lieutenant. He has something urgent to say.” It said.
“I'll be there in a moment,” Darion thought. He was not really pleased to stop thinking of his own deeds, but his master's will was the first. He murmured something and Tele-ported to a place far away.

“So you arrived at last” the demon lord welcomed him as he went into the throne-room. The Lord was sitting on his throne made of gold.
“I came as fast as I could, my master” Darion said.
“I don't want to bother with such minor problems at the moment” the demon said, “I have much greater matters to discuss. You know that we have learned about a new world... named Drakan.”
“Drakan? I have never heard of it before” Darion said  “only gossips that a betrayal told us about it.”
“The gossips were right, then” Zakthos said “a dragon rider named Navaros joined us a while. His training is in progress yet. We must make sure he will fight for us, you know.” The demon smiled  “But... what he told us is really interesting. I want someone to scout or capture that realm. Someone... worthy. Worthy enough to not fail.”
“Me. But I will need my army” Darion asked.
“You will go alone” Zakthos disagreed  “you are not sent to conquer. Another war would be too much for us to take... and I don't want to rule ruins only, though. I need that world in one piece.”
“Then what am I sent for if not to conquer? What does a fighter worth if it can't fight?”
“That dragon rider is the member of larger group, so-called the Order of the Flame.”
“And?” Darion could not see what he was supposed to see.
“Convince them. Make them betray their own rules and accept ours. The way does not matter. Treachery, bribe, corruption, conspiracy... so many ways.” The demon grinned.
“It may take a while even to me” Darion said.
“I know. But I will enchant you with power far beyond what your kind has ever seen.”
“Power?” Darion asked. He was really fond of boons giving him power.  “What kind of power exactly?”
“Immortality. The life which lasts forever.”
Darion looked astonished. He would have never believed that such things exist in reality. The demon saw the disbelief in his minions red-glowing eyes beneath its mask, so he went on explaining:
“It is not the true immortality, though. Only the ability to be reborn when you die, as many times as you want. But it will be far enough.”
Darion still did not believe in his lord's words.
“Why would you give me such power? If I can't die, what will keep me from defeating you?” he asked.
“I am the source of your power. You can only be reborn until I give you the power to do this... and there are other ways to die. Rebirth only affects the body, not the soul. Things happened to your soul are permanent and can not be reversed... or mostly cannot be reversed.”
Darion was now convinced. "Ha! Living forever! The thing what so many wanted - now almost in my hands!" he thought.
“I accept your terms” he said,  “I am ready to leave to carry out your orders.”
Zakthos nodded  “I knew you will agree. But first, I will explain this immortality what you will receive. When you will die, you will feel everything. But when dead, your spirit shall leave your body. Then you can choose to be reborn in your body or in another one. But I must warn you - rebirth has it's own disadvantages. It exposes you to a pain and agony what you will not surely withstand... and if you want to occupy another body, you have to destroy its soul first.... Let me not explain if you fail to do this.”
Darion nodded to show he understands. The demon lord kept on:
“So, occupy a body only when there are no other ways left. It is a risky method. And you must be reborn as fast as possible. The more time a soul spends without a body, the more harder will it be for him to live in a body then. Now I guess you know enough. One more thing, though. I have heard from Navaros that not everyone accepts the Order in Drakan. Try to seek out whom is not really satisfied with the Order... then turn them against the Order. The old trick... play the enemies out against each other. Then will we invade, if we must. But I would be really satisfied if you could make the whole Order betray. I told you, no matter what way.”
Darion nodded again. He did not wanted to speak, since he had nothing intelligent to say except "yes".
Zakhtos went on “Very well, then. Leave now. You will now receive the power I described... and the things needed for your task. You will now get a new body, but you will still possess your abilities. Do not fail my First Lieutenant. I have confidence in you.”
“I will not fail” Darion said and bowed.  “Soon the Order of Flame will serve you... by their own will.” – “Or by mine" he thought. 
“I assume you will visit our dear traitor dragon rider to find out more...” the demon said  “I must be going to the mages to prepare them for your... modification. We will meet at the Pentagram.”
“As you wish my lord. As you wish.”

Darion looked at Navaros. The dragon rider was young, but his eyes had a really cold, icy look. Although Darion did not fear anything, he did not really like to catch the sight of those eyes. He did not know why, but he disliked to do it.
“Tell me as much as you know about your own clan, Navaros. My lord needs exact information.” Darion started.
“Your lord.... I am getting tired of being asked of everything” Navaros murmured, then realised that it would not be thoughtful to disagree his new master's will  “Alright. What do you want to know?”
Darion started to think what is the most valuable thing to him at the moment. He knew enough about humans.... But there was one more thing....
“About the dragons. As much as you can explain.”
Navaros looked at the Ebon Knight. He measured him, then started speaking “They are creatures from an origin I do not really know. They came from somewhere, let this be enough. Long ago, the humans and dragons battled with each other... it was a desperate fight, as I heard. Then a new age started, where these two races started to live more or less peacefully among each other.”
“How? And why did they do this?” Darion interrupted. Navaros went on as nothing happened.
“It was when the Order was founded. It is the fate of the Order - to keep peace.”
"How silly aim. Peace... warriors need to fight!" Darion thought. Then he reminded himself that sometimes even he would have liked to rest all day... without hell's damned wars.
“How do they keep the dragons and humans together?” - Darion asked.
“By a ritual. - Navaros said - During the ritual, the dragon's and a human's soul becomes one. From then, they are one and called 'the bonded'. This bond is for a lifetime as I know... and the two bonded beings share everything, including pain and wounds. So if one dies... so does its soul mate”
"Hahaha... for a lifetime. Sure. I will show what is bounding truly for!" Navaros thought "then will I be strong enough to rule Drakan... forever!"
"How idiotic" Darion thought "bonding? Sharing damage. Sharing pain. And sharing power, I assume. I would never share my power with anyone... for an exchange of being more vulnerable... hmmm. What else did I expect from the light’s warriors?" 
But no one of them said a word. Suddenly a mage's illusion appeared.
“Darion! It is time! Zakhtos is awaiting you.”

Darion stepped into the middle of the Pentagram. The mages stopped murmuring and stood silent. Zakhtos said loudly “I, Zakhtos, Lord of Hell, now give the power of immortality to this mortal, Darion! Let be him one of the immortals, let his soul chose another body if time comes! Arke gui et moist! Arke gui  et juiso! Arke gui et huovas! Anterake etfari!”
As the last words left Zakhtos's mouth, Darion could feel himself charging with energy coming from unknown origin.... He felt the same once, when he was given the magical power. "It was by Zakhtos, too" he though "he really believes in m -- AAAAAHHHHH!"
Sudden pain ran through his body. Then the world broke into red pieces like when glass breaks when it is dropped from a high place....

2.  Arrival

Darion awoke. He felt tired and hurt. He wondered if anything went wrong... he looked around. He wasn't in hell any longer. He was on a rock surrounded by trees. He looked up to the blue sky. It was noon. He got down from the rock to the green grass. With a painful headache, he walked from tree to tree. Soon he found a little stream. He felt that he is thirsty... it was an interesting feeling. He did not remember thirsty Ebon Knights... it was the first time he wanted to drink. He put his hands into the stream and drank the water. The he looked into the stream... and nearly fainted. A human was looking back at him!

"I wonder how much I have changed" he thought and decided to explore his new body and his new abilities, or what he has lost. He looked into the water again. He had a short brown hair, dark blue eyes. He was quite tall, and he seemed to be strong, since he could pull bigger rocks out from the ground. He was agile enough as he noticed, but he wasn't as powerful as when he was an Ebon Knight. Then he tried to cast spells. He concentrated and a grey-coloured ray left his left arm, devastating the tree, which he was pointing his arm at. "Not too bad" he thought. He was refreshed by the water and inspired by thought what can await him. Although he was a soldier of hell, he did not fought to kill. He only looked for adventure, and the power he could gain in each fight. "A worthy challenge at least" he thought. Then a voice said “Hello stranger. Have never seen ya' before. Who are you?”
Darion turned back quickly. It was a peasant with a hatchet in his hand. "If I look like a human, I have to live like a human now. Keep acting warrior, keep acting..." he thought and answered
“I am Darion Zarek... I came from....” He did not know what to say for a second  “a village far away. I can not tell you from where exactly, since I am lost here for almost 2 days now. Can you show me a way out? I have nothing to reward you, but I would be most pleased.”
“Of course I can help you. Come with me... getting out of here is really simple... if you know the way, though!” The peasant said with laughter.  “I am Rufus and I live in a house in the village nearby. Come, have a dinner with us!”
Darion smiled. "Good start!" he thought.

The way to the village took only a hour. Darion kept looking at every direction. This world was a new place to him... "I have never seen such things before" he admitted. He was always fighting in hell or in halfway to heaven - but never in a mortal world. By this, they got to Rufus's house. It was rather a small hut than a house. 
“Come in” Rufus asked him. Darion did not need another word. Inside he saw a woman, from the ordinary style.
“She is Mary, my wife” Rufus said “Mary, this is Darion. He got lost in the forest. Would you prepare a meal for us? I will go back to gather some wood in the afternoon.”
Darion was not hungry. He was only concentrating on his mission. He did not wanted to spend time with such minor things as eating... Ebon Knights were only living by magic... a mystical power kept them alive. It was unusual for Darion to do things only to keep his body in good heath.
“I would be pleased to have dinner with you” Darion said “but I have more important things to do. Sorry, but I am in a hurry.”
“Do not feel sorry,” Mary said, “more will remain for us.” She grinned.
"Ahhhh.... If it would not matter, I would break her neck " Darion thought with anger of this kind of answer "But I must not do such foolish mistakes. Not now." 
“Then I will guide you out” Rufus said. "I don't need your guide to walk through a door" Darion said and left. Just when they have left the hut, a large beast flew through the sky.
“What a—“ Darion asked.
“Dragon.” Rufus said on an unpleasant voice  “A beast which we would like to never see again, but they keep appearin'.”
“You dislike them?” Darion asked. He could hardly believe his luck. He came here to seize a war between the beings living here if no other ways possible, and the first village he met just disliked dragonkind.
“Oh yes, we do” Rufus said “but we cannot do anything with them. But one day... things will change.”
“They will.” Darion nodded.
"But not in the way you think..." he thought with a smile. He had a good thought then...
“Why don't you attack them?” He asked. The peasant gave him a disbelieving look.
“Have you lost your mind? The Order of Flame would surely punish us well if we would attack a dragon.” Rufus answered.
"Ahhh! The Order!" Darion thought "Good to know that they keep the things here together. If you destroy the pillars, the whole building collapses...." he thought "But if the Order rules this land here... If I can gain a little grip on it... I could turn this land into Zakhtos's realm without any fight... as he ordered me to do. But how? Hmm. Most alliances are the weakest against the attacks from inside. Yes, that's it... I will become their leader or something like that... and then will things change. Permanently."
“Where does the Order take residence?” He asked from the peasant.
“You should seek your fortune in a tower near Alwarren” Rufus answered  “that's what most people say... but it's far from here.”
“Let this be my problem. Thanks for your help.” Darion said and started to walk quickly down the path leading out of the village.

“Anyway, why do we have to trust them? They are not only from hell, not only evil.” Kaeros asked  “ know enough, Navaros! Many dragons dislike humans. With them... “
“Shut up” Navaros snapped. “We need them. Let this be enough.”
Kaeros murmured something. Navaros wasn't really diplomatic, but since the last few weeks, he was getting much worse than before. The black dragon was now thinking about the idea of breaking the bond with him. "I could do it... yes. That'll be the first thing I do when back in Drakan...,” he thought. Navaros grinned. He has guessed what Kaeros was planning to do... but he knew that the dragon would get a really nasty surprise soon.
“Get going” he ordered Kaeros “to that ancient altar what Zakhtos mentioned. I would like to explore a bit.”
“As you wish” Kaeros answered, but he had a bad feeling. If he had known that Navaros was in the possession of his soul crystal, he would have disobeyed. But he had no idea what awaited him...



3.  A few words about 'trust'

Darion got out of the sight of the village. "Far away, but not far enough" he thought "but I better get going" he thought.  He started to walk more quickly.

The journey seemed to never end. Darion was on the road for all day, and now he grew tired and hungry. Hunger... another feeling he did not knew about for his entire life and now he was suffering of it badly. "I better find something to eat" he thought. Suddenly inhuman screams broke the silence of the night. Darion remembered that voice... wartoks. "But how? They are not supposed to be here! They do not know who I am or why am I here,” he thought. He did not had choice though... nor time to think. He was ambushed. He wanted to grab his sword... and he grabbed only air. "Aaaawwww.... I do not have any kind of weapons..." he thought. He wanted to run, but he realised he was too tired to get away from the beasts. He did the best what he could; faced the assaulting wartoks with his hands. "I hope I can truly be reborn,” he thought. "But till that, I won't give up so easily" he thought and started to concentrate.

The wartoks were sure in their victory. They have ambushed a lonely and unarmed human. But they did not know who they have attacked... they only realised this problem when that brown haired man shot two fireballs at them, roasting three wartoks. They were thunderstruck... but they kept attacking.

Darion evaded the first club, which tried to strike at him. He shot a fireball at the wartok and the projectile sliced it through like knife slices butter. Darion grabbed the club, but then an axe cut his left arm. He felt the pain spreading... "Auuhh.... I have no armour. Almost forgot that I am no more Ebon...,” he thought while dodging from the second blow. He wanted to strike when another club hit his legs and dropped him off from his feet. He was grasping for air, and saw a wartok raising his double-axe for the final strike. Darion felt calm... he had nothing to lose. "I hope Zakhtos was right" he thought. But the wartok did not strike. It roared in pain as an arrow hit its chest then it fell onto the ground bleeding badly. The other wartoks looked up to see where the arrow came from... there was a dragon with a rider above them.

The wartoks fought with Darion no longer. They tried to escape as fast as they could.... But they were shot down by arrows or burned by fire-bolts. Darion got up painfully. He looked up... he could see the dragon with it's rider. The dragon was a green one with yellow eyes. He could not see the rider clearly, though... but he could hear a voice, saying “Ahey! What are you doing here?”
It was a high toned voice. "A woman" Darion thought.
“Only making my way to the city of Alwarren” he answered. 
“To Alwarren? It's almost two weeks on foot” the dragon said. It had a low voice.
“I know. But I have enough time and will” Darion replied.
“Perhaps... we can help you.” The woman said. The dragon landed. Now Darion could see the rider. She had long black hair, dark, perhaps brown eyes. She was wearing a breast mail; her arms and legs were covered by leather amour. She was holding a bow, but Darion could notice the longsword on her side.
“It depends” Darion said while measuring them “what can you do?”
“We are heading for Alwarren, too” the woman said, “you could come with us.”
“And would you tell me how?” Her dragon asked.
“There is no sign on you that you can carry only one person, Gurlat.”
“I am not sure I heard what you said” the dragon replied angrily. “I am not carrying equipment.”
“Do not really care with his remarks,” the woman said, “he will gladly help you. By the way... I am Veiren, and he is Gurlat. We are bonded. What is your name, wizard?”
“Wizard?” Darion asked.
”Do not act as if you were surprised” Veiren said,  “ have seen you casting fire-bolts. What is your name?”
“I am Darion Zarek,” he said, and suddenly he had a thought. “And I would like to join the Order. What was this anyway?” he continued.
“We do not really know” Gurlat said, “these boar-like creatures only appeared a month ago. No one knows where did they come from... but we do know what they want. The Order thought that these were only living in the swamplands and around the central mountains, far from here... but it seems now that they keep appearing everywhere now. But we still hope that this will not mean anything...” the dragon halted for a moment  “like a conspiracy.”
Darion looked at the wound on his arm. “If you say so... but I think we know what they want” he said while staring at the wound.
“We do... but we better get moving. Come, I can spare some place for you” Veiren said.
Although he wasn’t best pleased, the dragon accepted it's bonded human's will and let Darion mount him. Darion sat up beneath Veiren, then Gurlat took off.

Navaros wished Kaeros was flying faster. "I am close now" he thought when he saw the dark silhouette of the altar. He touched the dragon's soul crystal, which was hidden, beneath his belt. "It is really useful to bond,” he admitted.

“We have arrived” Kaeros said and landed near the altar. Navaros dismounted, than headed to the altar. He was getting worried... "What if this won't work? It has to" he thought. He reached the middle of the altar. He heard a voice. A bodiless voice.
 * What do you want, mortal? * The voice asked.
 * I have something what you may be interested in. A soul. A dragon's soul. * Navaros replied. He only had to think; he needn't say a word.
 * A dragon's soul? Fine. Go back to Drakan. We shall lead you to a cavern. There shall we take the soul and give you a reward for giving us something. * 
 * Very well. * Navaros thought. He went back to Kaeros.
“To the Forsaken Plains, as fast as you can!” He ordered.
“What's this haste?” The dragon asked suspiciously, but Navaros did not answer. Kaeros was more and more confident that something bad will happen... he did not know what, although. He did not know how true his fears were...

Darion kept wandering how can Veiren sit on her dragon that easily. For him, it was a really hard job managing to not fall down. After a while, his hunger had another companion... tiredness. "How weaker I am since I am human..." Darion thought "Hunger... tire.... What can come next? I wish I will retain my original body once...".
“Do you see that tavern?” Veiren asked her dragon “Land there. We will move on tomorrow.”
Gurlat nodded silently and started to dive. "Good timing" Darion thought.

“Ahh, a dragon rider. What a fine guest” the keeper of the tavern said when they entered.
“And me” Darion said.
“Oh, I did notice you” the keeper said.
“We will take a room till tomorrow morning and we would also need some food” Veiren asked.
“It's not for free, even not to you” the keeper said, and Veiren put some gold coins on the table near to her. The keeper almost immediately gave her and Darion food and said, “When you have finished eating, I will show you your room. I can give only one room, although....”
“Makes no matter” Darion said, “I think I will rest outside.”
“In the forest?” The keeper asked on an unbelieving voice.
“And what if?  What's wrong with that?” Darion replied harshly. Veiren was only smiling... she has many interesting people in her life, but Darion was much more beyond than even the best of them. "He is simply... strange. I think he only plays the though guy...." she thought. Then they started eating. After a half an hour, Veiren went to her room, and Darion left the tavern. "Me and my big mouth" he thought, "now I can search for a place to sleep. How brilliant I was. >I can sleep outside<. Bah." He walked a bit, and got very dizzy. "Uuhhh... falling asleep on my feet..." he thought, while trying to remain awoke. He went back to the tavern, and decided to sleep on the grass. While lying down, he heard Gurlat's voice.
“Who are you?”
Darion did not care about the tiredness. He jumped to his feet, being ready to fight. Then he saw that the dragon was also just about to rest. He sat down and said “A traveller.”
“Veiren told you. We have seen you casting spells.” The dragon said. Darion smiled.
“Someone who wishes to join the Order.”
“Why?”
Darion was not ready for such questions.
“Just. Because I would also like to have a dragon. ”He said and thought, "to make your kind betray."
“I do not believe you. And neither I do in your words.” Gurlat said flatly.
Darion was surprised to hear that....
“Then why have you helped me to get here?” He asked.
“Because Veiren told me to do. She is a bit naive... but I am not. I do not know who you are... but I don't think I really want to know it. A mage who doesn't want to speak about his past... it always means trouble. A trouble which I wish to avoid.”
"Damn you... But I will not fail just because of your fears. With you or without you... but I will make it there. Even if I would... die on the journey. " Darion thought " Immortality has it's own benefits..."
“And why did you accept Veiren's will so easily?” He asked. The dragon gave him a strange look.
“We are bonded. I can argue with her, but I have to accept her will. But it is pointless to argue with her... she is really confident. I only disobey her if I have a good reason to do.”
“But you do have a good reason enough to doubt in me. Thanks a lot... lizard. Now, let me sleep. I won't spend the whole night awake just because of a reptile's wrong thoughts. Good night.” Darion said and lay down. He closed his eyes. He wanted to stay awake... but he fell asleep in a second.
“Me... A reptile...lizard.” Gurlat murmured “I am only starting to dislike him more and more. I don't think he will pass the tests, though... or if he does so, he won't last too long in the Order. Unless he changes a lot...” then the dragon started to sleep.

4. Heading towards your doom

Kaeros arrived in a swamp. Nor he, neither his rider knew where to go. But suddenly, Navaros heard a voice "follow my sign". A big dragonfly flew, passing them and heading towards a mountain. Navaros took no notice of that. He now had greater plans to develop. "First the giants" he thought.
“To the mountains, Kaeros... and as fast as possible!”
The black dragon did not disagree, but he was now running out of patience... but he knew what Navaros was planning to do. "When he think he is in the lead, I will show him my true abilities" Kaeros thought while flying fast.

Darion was sitting unpleasantly on the dragon. Since the conversation which happened yesterday night, he wasn't really willing to accompany Gurlat further... he would have rather walked now. "However, time can become a really important thing" he reminded himself " and they do not know that I am immortal. I can be reborn after they leave.... If they manage to kill Me." he smiled, then asked
“How far are we now?”
“Only a few hours now” Veiren said “but we will only lead you to Alwarren. You will have to make it on your own from there.”
“I will, I will,” he said.
“Don't be so sure” Gurlat said “many tried to pass the tests of the tower... the consequences of failure are high. You can loose everything... and will if fail. Even your life.
“Do not make him fear, Gurlat” Veiren said,  “do not care for him, Darion. He is only too suspicious... but he will grow used to you.”
"I hope so,” Darion thought. He wished they have already reached Alwarren... mainly because he was getting tired of trying not to fall from the dragon, secondly because he did not fancy the thought of flying more with Gurlat. He had good nerves, but being close to this dragon made him nervous. "He can easily discover me" Darion feared "I must make him believe... and I will.". He regained his calmness.

Navaros and Kaeros were in the middle of a clearing, where a few war giants stood.
“You are back,” a giant said.
“We are” Navaros replied  “and this time, I order you in the Dark Union's name to attack.”
“Attack” another giant replied “War. Blood. Fight. Yes... we agree. We go. We follow you.”
Navaros smiled. His plans were just about to come true.
“And what shall we fight with?” The giant asked, obviously looking forward to it.
“Against the Order and everyone who disobeys our reign” Navaros replied, and then he started explaining his plans for the giants, giving them clear orders. All the huge beings left then.
“They may be huge creatures, but truly they are worms” Kaeros said after the giants left.
“Maybe. But they will be one of our best edges in the war” Navaros said “and do not doubt in my allies, Kaeros. Do never forget that I am not only playing with my life.”
“I can break the bond whenever I wish” Kaeros said.
“And if you do, your life will not be valuable to me anymore...” Navaros replied almost immediately “and with that, I guess the first patrol of my army will ambush you.”
Kaeros murmured something like 'damn'. He knew that Navaros was right. A dragon not belonging to the Order nor to the Union could have been an easy prey... a lonely warrior can never win a fight against an army.
“If you have nothing more to suggest, and then I wish to go the goblins now. I must get assured that everything stands ready for the last movement.” Navaros said. He mounted Kaeros and they quickly left.

Darion was sitting on the side of a fountain. He was thinking about the things happened to him since he arrived in Drakan. For an Ebon Knight, being human was much more than being handicapped... but Darion was ready to take all obstacles for his victory. He was only fearing of one thing...
"The wartoks. How did they get here?" he thought, "What did that lizard say? A month ago? I have not been informed that anyone would come here... and even Zakhtos told me that I'll be alone. What's this then?" He did not know the answer... but he had an annoying thought. "What if... this is a betrayal? Zakhtos would not lead his First Lieutenant into a trap. I am more valuable to him. But it can happen that this is not his trap... damn. I hate when something unsuspected happens... hah. Why do I fear? I am immortal. In case my soul is okay, I will return to life again and again. Until I win. I won't give up. No way. But it can happen that that fool dragon-rider... how was he called? Navaros? That’s it... it can occur that he returned... if so, I will see why. I don't expect much loyalty from his side. Time will show. Until then... I better go to my ship. I want to be at the tower as quickly as possible.". He stood up and wanted to leave, but Veiren's voice stopped him.
“Wait a minute” she said.
Darion turned back. Veiren and Gurlat were accompanied by another dragon and rider now.
“Who are you, wizard?” The another rider asked. She had a brown skin, and short, black hair. Her dragon was a black one, having orange eyes.
“Darion Zarek” Darion said  “but I am sure that you already know who I am. Tell me what did you come for, and let me leave then. I have a ship to catch.”
“Do not worry, you will reach that” the black-haired rider said “but first, show me if you are a true mage. I do not really believe that you would so powerful as Veiren described you.”
Darion has recognised the opportunity. "I can show them some of my high-class tricks... they can be impressed by my power... allies can be important now. If there was a betrayal in hell, then I wouldn't fancy the thought of being trapped between the Order and the betrayals in war." He did not hesitate. He concentrated, and then he shot a fireball into the sky. The projectile was flying fast, and then it blew up, making a beautiful play of colours, creating a big explosion. Darion was satisfied with his effort. When he turned back to the dragons and to their riders, he knew that not only he was satisfied.
“Casting such spells with so little concentration,” the black dragon said, “you are indeed powerful.”
“Yes, Egil is right” the dragon's rider said “you are strong... and perhaps experienced. You are welcomed here... I am Tuiri, and he is my dragon, Egil. A true friend and a worthy warrior.”
The dragon smiled at these words. Tuiri went on “I assume you leave now. I am confident that you will pass the tests required to join the Order. But... I wish you luck.”
“So do I” Veiren said. 
Both dragons and riders flew away. Darion did not really had time to think about the things happened... he ran and nearly missed the ship.

On board, he tried to met the captain of the vessel. He did not favour him, so Darion talked to a sailor.
“How long it takes to get to the tower?” He asked.
The sailor looked at him then turned his head away. “A hour or two.  The winds blow strong today.”
As he was getting closer and closer to the tower, Darion wished he had not accepted this task. He was fearing of the dangers what awaited him... even if he was immortal. "I hope that the tests what Tuiri mentioned won't be able to unmask my true own and aims..." he thought " That can be fatal. If that happens... I better not think of the consequences of that. Keep on, warrior, keep on. You must not fail... you must accomplish what you have been sent for." Then he had other thoughts... "Tuiri.... I have felt a strange presence of her...  perhaps she possesses magical abilities, too. Hmm. Better keep my eyes open. But since I met Veiren, things became easier... she must have a deep confidence in me. How wrong emotions can be... how lucky I am for this. But the way how Tuiri acted... strange. I took her friendship too fast. Veiren made my way? It can be... she must has spoken on my behalf... I wander if she would like to join the Union... the Union which will this land belong to... in case I don't fail. I wish I had the confidence I possessed in hell..." he thought and tried to smile... but he couldn't.
He was too worried now. Trying not to think of the things, which can happen with him in the future, Darion looked at the sea... and he slowly regained his calmness.

Darion was standing in front of a tall tower. "Must I try this?" he asked of himself "Must I do things what hell's minions never tried before? Must always I do such... foolishness?" he had no time to answer. A mage appeared in front of him... but this mages was not like the ones he has seen in hell.
“What do you want here?” The mage asked.
“To become the member of the Order” Darion replied quickly, trying not to think about what he has done with saying this. “Who are you?”
“I am Faeruz, a Guardian Magi. Enter the tower... and pass the tests to be a member. Should you fail... you will with your life for that. So? Still wish to enter?”
“I did not came here to run back” Darion said angrily and entered the tower. The big doors shut behind him...

5. The tests

Darion looked around. It was dark... really dark. Only a few torches provided some light, but they were not enough to light the long passage, which led deeper into the tower. Darion did not care with his fears now. In action, he forgot everything, only trying to concentrate on his task, which was now simple: get out of here alive. He walked slowly. He noticed a big room...

The room was plain. It had a shape of a box. Then Darion noticed that the door he had come through closed. "No way out!" he thought, "I am trapped!". But suddenly realised that this can be only a test... he tried to discover what he has to do. The answer came shortly.... As the room started to fill with water. The water was cold, almost freezing. Darion looked around again and again. He was sure that if he did not manage to find a way out of here, he would drown. Then he noticed a switch... on the ceiling. He let out a curse. "How am I supposed to reach that?" he thought. Than he had an idea.

The room was now nearly full with water... Darion tried to swim using as little energy as he could. After a while, he could reach the switch. He pulled it. "Very good" he thought, "I am getting frozen in this wa--" then suddenly realised that this thing was not over.  One wall of the room pulled aside, leaving way for the water to draw down... creating a waterfall.

"And now? Another brilliant thought?" Darion thought. Then he reminded himself that he would not be the first one who passes this test... he hoped that the switch is made something strong, since he could only hold that in his hands against the stream which tried to bring him down. Then he saw something... a piece of the opposing wall looked.... Strange. It was much darker then the rest of the wall. He noticed that the water pressure was getting stronger... it was getting really hard to stay on the switch. Darion gathered all his power and jumped to the wall with that strange thing... He could manage to grab a stone, which stood out from the wall. He pushed the strange part... and it pulled aside. The way was clear into another entrance. Darion felt proud. He made it one piece. "And I did not use magic!" he thought. He did not think for too long, though... he hastily ran in the narrow passage... when he heard a strange noise. He crouched quickly, and big blade cut the air just a few centimetres above his head. "Trap!"

He crouched forward when he noticed something in front of him... he stopped for a second and another blade came out of the wall... just before him. Not having enough time to think, he could only jump in the air then jump forward as quickly as he could. He landed in another room, which was jet-black. When he stood up, the room seemed to be lit... by lava, which could be seen through the holes in the floor. He was not really happy to see this... then he decided to cast a flying spell. He tried it... and it did not work! "Curses! The place has a really strong enchantment... I can not cast spells here!" he realised "Excellent! Just when I would need this ability the most..." Having no other way out, he tried to reach the door in front of him.

The task was not so difficult as it was in the previous room, but it was a lot harder. All that Darion had to do was to jump from rock to rock, from floor-part to floor-part. On a floor-part, he decided to sit down for a while. He was tired, exhausted and his legs were hurting him. He looked, and saw that he was only halfway to the exit. "I wonder who designed this place" he thought "but I would really like to tell him my feelings... now. Phew... it is damn hot here... thriving after being nearly frozen to death." With a sarcastic smile he stood up... then the smile disappeared from his face and he started to jump again and again. It seemed to never end...

But after ten minutes, it was over. Darion was standing in the door, looking back to the room he left. "When I thank fate for not giving me weapon and armour... I am a lot lighter without those" he thought. He was just about to enter another passage. Learning from the previous events, he walked slowly, being ready both to jump and to crouch... or to run back if it needs. He could see another room, which was lit by many torches. Not believing in oasis’s in the middle of the desert, he approached with caution.

He could see four levels in the corners of the room. The door shut beneath him with a large 'blam'. He got used to having no way to retreat. "Pull the levers... no more idea yet" Darion thought and walked to the lever on his left. He pulled it. Suddenly the ceiling started to move down... He realised that he had to hurry again. He ran to the next lever. He pulled it. The ceiling kept on moving... He pulled the third lever. The ceiling stopped. "Close one" Darion thought, but he had to admit that it was too early to say that. Spikes began to jump out of the floor...

He nearly got sliced by one. "And now? What's next? Meteors?" he thought, trying to discover what to do, or what can await. He decided to die quickly or to keep living... he ran to the last switch. A spike protruded out just before him... another came out beneath him. He was just beginning to calm down somewhat, when a spike came out under his feet... Having his good reflexes, he jumped into the air, so the spike only scratched his right leg, but not badly. He pulled the lever quickly. The spikes went down, and ceiling moved up. A door opened. Not having a better idea, he entered.

"The members of the Order must be masochistic or really tough guys if all of them have been through this torture" he thought while walking in the dark passage "okay, I will complete this too... But I am ordered to do. By my own will? Never. I think I will ask a promotion from Zakhtos after this...  But I don't think he can give me a promotion big enough to make me accept his next task...". He stopped thinking. He was in another room... he could see the door in front of him. But between, there was nothing... not even floor to walk on. "AARRRGGHHH. I guess this is the air-test,” he thought "and now? Should I learn to fly?". He thought that the answer was "not"... but he was not sure about that.

He looked around and around, again and again. He could see nothing, which would help him. He was loosing his belief in the chances of his success. But he did not give up. "I am the best Ebon Knight, Champion of Hell! I won't be stopped by a man-made test!" he said with despair "However, I am only human now...". Then he looked up. There were several hooks coming out from the ceiling. "Now to climb" he thought "I got it. To join the Order, you have to pass a bodybuilding test. How thoughtful..." he thought and grinned toothily. He really enjoyed his own remarks. Then he jumped and grabbed a hook. Then he grabbed another, another and another...

It was simple, but it was hard. The hooks were placed to not allow him to go directly to the door, so he had to take a longer way... he had a feeling that he was on a sight-seeing tour which demonstrated to him the beauty of that ceiling. After a while, he was near to the door... then the hook he was holding came out of its place. He lost his stability... all he could do was giving a fast prayer and throwing himself at the door. But he could feel that he will not reach the door, neither the floor surrounding it... but he was lucky. He could grab the floor's edge. With using all his power, strengthened by the thought of dying, he managed to climb up to the floor. He grasped painfully for a minute. He did not really wish to continue. But he had to... Not really wanting to discover the next test, he went on. "What worse can come?" he thought. He entered another passage.

"If this is what a willing member has to suffer, what does the Order do with it's enemies?" he thought. He had a few tips. But he saw the next room, and he was astonished... he saw a gold dragon.

“Aha. Another being who wanted to join and got stuck here?” Darion asked with sarcasm when he entered. The dragon did not answer... but it attacked him, trying to slay him with its claws. "Not a friendly one" Darion guessed "and now? I don't have weapons, I can't cast spells... Am I done?". All he could do was evading the talons, which tried to cut him into two or more pieces. He was trying to think about something which could save him... then he saw a weak pillar. "Got it!" he thought and ran at that direction.
“Come back, weakling” the dragon said. Darion stopped at the pillar, turning to the dragon, holding his back to the pillar.
“You come here... lizard” Darion replied. The dragon became furious at this last sentence, and it attacked with all its fury, jumping at him. Darion smiled. He was lucky again. He rolled aside quickly and the dragon flew into the pillar, breaking it. In the next moment, the rest of the ceiling fell onto the unlucky being.
“That's about you, lizard... take a good nap beneath” Darion said and was about to leave.
“Wait... do not leave me here... help...” he heard a weak voice from beneath the dust, which was the remains of the ceiling.
“You try to kill and I will help you. Not being a bit naive?” he said and thought "or crazy".
He did not get an answer. He had a good dilemma now... "And now what?" he thought "Hmm... Perhaps the Order will appreciate if I save a dragon" he thought and started to clear dust away from the creature, thinking "Bah. What do I don't do for a little fame....". Soon he managed to clear the dust from the dragon's head. He sat down, being cautious not to sit into the area where the dragon could breathe fire.
“So? Why did you attack me, who are you, what do you want here, and so on. Everything you know. And now.” he said.
“Why did you help me?” the dragon asked. Darion sighed. "Not only I saved him, but now it seems that I will have to answer first" he thought "For the fame... ahh."
“Just... because...” Darion did not know what to say... "Anything would be better than the truth" he thought, "let's lie then"  “I could not really do anything else... you may guide me out of here.”
“So... you don't want to take my life? Nor trap me?” the dragon went on.
“No. But if you keep asking silly questions and giving me ideas, I may try it.” Darion was running out of patience. But what the dragon did was more than he had guessed. It simply... disappeared. "WHAT???" Darion thought "What was this??". Then he heard a door opening... he looked through it and he saw the sky... he made it. "Let's get out of here, as fast as possible" Darion thought and so he did. 

6.  A new life

When Darion walked out from the tower, he felt relieved. He felt as if he had been reborn.
“Traps. Blades. Water and all kind of elements. Spikes. Disappearing dragons. Hooks. Lava. Bah... if this is the Order I want to join, then I better rethink it...” Darion said “What is this Order anyway? A quiet club of survivors, telling each other 'how did I make it'?!”
“No... Not really. Having doubts after passing the test?” a voice asked him. Darion turned to the voice's direction. It was the magi he has spoken to earlier.
“I am doubting because I can't really see why was this essential,” Darion said.
“Not everyone has to pass these tests” the magi explained “only those who are not worthy to join... or seeming to be unbelieving in the Order's valued things... such as life.”
Darion was astonished. "So this was why they were so kind,” he thought "the little... hrmhprf. I better not say anything."
“What was that dragon?” Darion asked, “Which simply... disappeared.”
“It was not a real dragon,” the magi said. Darion stared at him as if not believing what he heard, so the magi went on “It was only an... Illusion. The final test... to see if you truly care for life. That illusion is always defeated... then asks for help. There we can see how does the competitor react.”
"Really thoughtful" Darion thought. He did not say a word though.
“So... I only had to go there because I did not look worthy enough?” he asked.
“Yes.” the magi replied “But now I am concerned about your skills, abilities and of your will. Welcome in the Order.”
Although Darion wanted to say something unpleasant, he left the thought. He felt... relief. His first step was made... he was now on the way. "I made it!" he thought "Zakhtos... be proud for your warrior!"
“I assume you want to go back to Alwarren now. I think I can” the magi spoke, but Darion interrupted.
“I have my own way to get back there. I wish to speak to two people now,” he said. "Not worthy enough? I'll show them who is not worthy enough!" Darion concentrated then the air around him started to move. A blue light surrounded him, and then he disappeared. He had Tele ported to Alwarren. The magi whom was standing at the tower said “A mage. He will be a big aid to the Order... but I better keep an eye on him... he seems to be... inexperienced to me... And I have a strange feeling about him.”
The magi started to levitate and disappeared.

Darion was standing at the docks. Tele porting was an exhausting spell... he could not cast spells for a while now... but he wanted to get back here as fast as he could. "Now, I could go back even to that village where I arrived... until I forgot the memory of it's sight" he thought. He did not fear of that. He had a good memory. He started to walk fast, heading towards Alwarren. He felt humiliated... and tired. Very tired. "Perhaps I should sleep first" he thought "But I have no money I can pay with..." Then he had another idea. He walked to a ship that he hadn’t noticed before. It was looking uninhabited. "A derelict ship in a dock..." he thought. In the same moment, he grabbed a rope and climbed on board. He looked around. He could see nothing valuable. He noticed a door, which was half-rotted now. "No one has been taking care of this ship for long time" he thought. The wood was rotting now everywhere as he looked around. He broke the door and went down. The ship wasn't so empty as he thought. He could see a rusty sword on the ground, before his legs. He picked it up. Although it was rusty, he could see that it was a masterpiece. He attached it to his belt with a little rope. "If I can spare money for it, a blacksmith can refit it. It can prove to be really useful..." he thought, having enough of being unarmed. He kept looking around. He noticed a little bag. He opened it... it was full of gold. He quickly hid it beneath his clothes. He grinned. "Another victory" he thought. Then he heard footsteps coming towards him. He jumped into a dark corner, just in time. Two men entered the ship.

“It's a pity for this baby” one said.
“Yeah... but since Ergard died, no one takes care of it. Came on, we have to start a fire.”
"Start what?" Darion thought and realised that these two had come to sink the ship, which was obviously no longer needed here. "Wrong place in the wrong time" Darion thought. But the two men opened another door and went deeper into the rotting ship. Darion sighed silently, and quickly left on the door he opened. He jumped down to the dock, and left as if nothing happened. He looked at his sword. In the sunlight, he could now see that it wasn't so rusty, but it really needed some repairs. He touched the little bag of gold... he felt triumphant. He now had a place to sleep. All he had to find was a tavern. "And a blacksmith" he added. Not so far, he could now see the houses of Alwarren.

“Hmm... Masterpiece. It is not in a so bad condition,” the blacksmith said. He was a small man, but he looked really strong, seeming to carry more metal than himself” I can fix it for tomorrow morning. But it will cost you dearly... it is made of a rare material, as far as I can guess.”
Darion smiled to hear that. He was happy to find a special sword. He gave two pieces of gold to the blacksmith and said
“You can get more... tomorrow morning. I'll be back.”
“It is a pleasure dealing with you” the blacksmith said and went to work. Darion left to find a place to sleep. He walked for five minutes, then noticed a sign, "The Red Fish Tavern.” Darion thought - he has reached his heaven.

He rented a room till the next morning. His room was a comfortable one. "For ten gold pieces, I hoped that they give me a good one" he admitted. He locked the door. He was getting really paranoid... since it was unusual for him to sleep, he really feared to be attacked when asleep. Then he walked to his bed, lay down and fell asleep immediately. He had nightmares. He was reminded of his tests, but now he was seeing what would have happened if he wouldn't have been so lucky. He saw himself dying in many ways... but then his dreams ended. He was even too tired to dream.

Loud noises awoke him. He looked out in the window. It was morning. He did not feel hungry... yesterday was too tiring for him, and he was still not really well rested. He was only thirsty. He drank the bottle of water, which was in his room, then went downstairs and then left the tavern. He first went to get his sword back. He really missed a weapon in the events of the past few days. "The next battle won't find me unarmed" he thought and smiled.

“Ahh, here it is” the blacksmith smiled and gave him his sword. It looked great. It was a greatsword, but it was a bit narrower then usual, and as that, it was a lot lighter. Darion looked at the blade. He hit the floor with the sword. He could feel that the blade was stronger then steel... "For such narrow blades, it is needed" he thought, and said to the blacksmith who was smiling “Good work. Here is your reward for this” and he gave approx. 10 gold pieces to the blacksmith, who said, “I am looking forward our next dealing” he said. "For such amount of gold for so little work, I think that he is speaking the truth" Darion thought and left.

Alwarren was a beautiful city, as Darion had noticed. The houses looked pretty good, and it was obvious that all the things were taken care of properly. "How different from that village" Darion thought. He now truly wished to take this land without a fight. Although he served darkness, he felt inspiration to save as many things as he could. First, because he knew what was not destroyed by him, could be ruled by him. Secondly, it was a challenge to him, and he liked challenges... if they did not harm him badly. He kept looking around and around, trying to see as many things as he can. After a while, he grew tired. "I should have slept more,” he thought. He was about to go back to the tavern he left, when he heard a voice he knew “Ahh, you are back.” He turned back. It was Tuiri, accompanied by Veiren and the magi. Darion wandered where the dragons could have been... "But it is not a so important matter to me" he added.
“Yes. Back and now going to rest. Tell what you want but please... I had an exhausting shift yesterday. I only fancy one thing at the moment: finding a bed and sleeping.” he said.
Tuiri smiled. “I have guessed that. I only want to congratulate you... for passing the tests. It is good to see that there are new ones willing to join us.”
“Nice sword... where did you get it?” Veiren asked. Darion looked at his sword... "Perhaps I should not tell her that I stole it from a ship, which is now sunk now...." he thought.
“Found it at the docks yesterday, got it repaired by a blacksmith” Darion answered. 
“It looks to be a really good one” Veiren said, “have luck using it.”
Darion smiled. But then he had another thought...
“Why was I sent to that tower?” he asked.
“Because Gurlat and Egil did not really believe that you are worthy enough to join... and they convinced me to think the same.” Tuiri said, “I hope we did not cause you to have really big problems...”
"Ahhh, what do you think? Why do you think that dying would be so important to me?" Darion thought angrily. He tried not to show his thoughts... but he wished not to meet that green dragon. "He may get hurt... badly,” he said to himself.
“Is there anywhere else where I have to prove my value to the order?” - Darion asked.
“No. You are now an apprentice in the Order.” Tuiri said. “But if you are a so powerful mage, then it won't be hard to gain a few ranks up.”
Darion smiled. Then he looked at the magi.
“Ahh, you again. Why are you here? Aren't you supposed to be at the tower?” He asked.
“No. I told Tuiri about your efforts” the magi replied “and it will be I who will help you around in this world... until you find another companion, of course.”
Darion realised that he was given an aid. He walked closer to the magi, and shook his hand.
“Darion Zarek, fighter-mage.” He said, and added “and first class apprentice.” He smiled.
“Faeruz” the magi said “a Guardian Magi... a friend who you can rely on in need.”
Darion kept smiling.
“I do not dislike you, but as I said, I wish to sleep now” he said.
“We don't hold you back,” Faeruz said. Darion left hastily, heading to the tavern he had just been to. He only wished a bed know, even if it would cost his life...

“He is strong and reliable” Faeruz said “believe in me, Tuiri... He is special... not like other humans. He is worthier than he looks to be. But he still needs to learn... and to get used to the Order.”
“We will see, Faeruz, we will see.” Tuiri said “But until then... keep on eye on him. We better not be surprised when unsuspected things happen.”
“Agree.” Faeruz said and all of them left.

7. The first fight

Darion got up late. He had slept all day. He felt a bit dizzy... and hungry. He looked out. It was dark... it was night, he assumed. He went down to eat something, then he went to the street. There were only a few people outside; most of the inhabitants were sleeping in their houses. Darion looked up at the twin moons. He was just realising that carrying out his master's orders will take more than he expected... maybe years. This does not made him worry, though. "I am ready for everything" he said to himself and decided to take a night trip around Alwarren. Although he did not admit it, he hoped to have a good fight. He was missing the battles deeply... he felt useless without them. He left the city walls, and went to the see. It was calm. The ship from where he took his sword has now disappeared... he knew that it was burnt down. He looked around. No one was there. He looked back... he could see Alwarren as many spots of lights. He left the beach, heading to the upper regions of the island.

With seeing nothing or almost nothing, it was really hard for him to walk without bumping his head into a tree, but when his eyes got used to the darkness, it became a lot easier. He was going for almost hours now, and found nothing. Everything was silent. "Nah. Nothing. Even not friends... and not enemies." Just when he thought this, an arrow landed into a tree near him... and an inhuman roar broke the silence. A roar he has never heard. The fight what he was waiting for so long, now begun.

Without thinking, he assaulted at the direction where the arrow came from. A small being stood there, carrying some kind of equipment on his hands. It was green coloured, as Darion could see. He jumped into the air and rose his sword. The being pointed the thing in his hands at him, and let out an arrow, which only missed him with a few centimetres. But it missed, and Darion's sword did not. He cut the being into two, and the parts of the body fell on the grass without making noise. He looked at the creature he has slain... he has never seen such being before. His bestiary only knew the creatures of the netherworlds. Liches, damned knights who served darkness, devils, devil-kins, angels, proud warriors of light... "I would have never imagined that such beings and places exists..." he thought. Then he realised that creature could have been followed by others. He crouched forward, holding his sword ready to strike.

When he got out of the forest, he saw a big fire, surrounded by many of beings, which looked like the one he met. "More enemies mean more targets to hit and to destroy" he thought and smiled. He was now eager to fight... and to win again. He decided to make a contest of his power. He concentrated... and let his energy free in the form of grey coloured beams. The goblins had no time to react. Most of them died immediately of the bolts coming from the side of the forest. The few survivors grabbed their weapons but they had no time to do anything else. A human jumped and struck them - hard.

The fight was over in a minute. Darion could count how many enemies has he destroyed... almost ten. "A valiant effort" he thought "my new body is not so bad... but I was stronger. We must like what he have...". Then he heard a strange, inhuman voice “I surrender!” It was a goblin he had not noticed.
“Who are you? And what?” Darion asked, still holding his sword ready to strike.
“I am Brakazi... a blacksmith and an inventor in one. Please, spare my life... I have valuable things for you...”
Darion lowered his sword. “It's a deal” he said  “you give something, and so do I. what is this valuable thing?”
“Ohh, my latest invention” the goblin said “the Firestaff. This is it.” And Brakazi took a half-meter long thing into his hand, pointed it a tree, then a flame came out of that thing, breaking the tree in a half.
“Another mage” Darion said surprised.
“No mage. Just an inventor. Would like this?” Brakazi asked.
“As an exchange of your life. You made a deal.” Darion answered “What is this... Firestaff?”
“An improved version of our weapons” the goblin explained “you need this black-coloured powder and a little piece of metal. Place them into this weapon, then put your finger to this trigger and pull it. You have seen how effective it is... but reloading still takes a while. Not the final version...”
Darion took the weapon. It was half-steel, but where he was holding it, it was made of wood. The goblin took it back, placed some black-dust then a round-shaped metal into the weapon.  “Ready to be used again” he said. Darion took it back, and when holding in his hands, it did not seemed to be heavy.
“How strong is this?” Darion asked.
“I think it can pierce even a dragon's scale without problems” Brazakai said “but it has not been tested yet. Now I assume you would like to learn how to make the black-powder, which is the essence of this weapon...”
Darion followed the goblin. "Even penetrating a dragon's scales..." he looked at the weapon in his hands "Good! Ideal with such sword as mine..." he smiled. Things became better and better for him.

It was dawn when they had finished. "It is not so hard" Darion thought, "I wonder how we did not managed to create such things". He looked back... but the goblin was nowhere. Darion smiled. "Genius, but still a coward" he said to himself. He took the Firestaff into his belt, hidden by his clothes. "A weapon is the best when it strikes unexpectedly" he reminded himself "I better not show this weapon until I have to". But the time came early. Darion heard a roar... he looked up. He did not really believe in his eyes... he saw a skeletal dragon flying.

The dracolich was sure in his victory. He was just about to let a lightning bolt out at the human which stood under him, he heard a faint >boom< and the world went dark.

Darion kept his sight on the skeletal dragon until it landed with a big thud. Then he looked at the Firestaff in his hand. "It IS really effective" he agreed with the goblin's words. He reloaded it... it took a while for him. He hardly managed to place the powder into the steel-tube in the front of it. But he made it, and then hid it back into his belt. Then he decided to see what has he shot this morning.

"It is not a really thriving sight,” Darion thought. All what remained of this once-living creature was it's skeleton and some rotting membrane on the wings. "I wonder how did it managed to fly with such holed wings,” Darion asked of himself, but he did not really care of the answer. He left hastily before his stomach would have turned up of the smell. Seeing an undead creature was not a new thing to Darion... he has seen many undead in hell... but only humans. "Well, at least I know what to tell to Gurlat about his plans of future" Darion thought and smiled slightly. He had seen enough now. "The world surrounding Alwarren is a bit hostile" he thought "But this only means that I won't get bored for a while." He touched his new weapon in his belt. "And for such rewards, I will fight again... surely."
Darion hoped he will meet that goblin again...

8.  City under siege

Darion got back to Alwarren around noon. Although he did not admit it even to himself, he would have liked to fight again. He had found nothing. "They must have retreated after my act yesterday night,” he thought. But he was wrong. He only realised it when he got back to Alwarren... he was astonished. The city was under siege by those little green creatures... there was a horde of them. Darion was thinking about retreating, but the warrior was stronger in him then the human. "I wanted to fight, now I have to fight" he thought. He took his sword, touched the Firestaff... and crouched nearer.

Darion tried to remain uncovered. He knew that fighting against a whole army would not prove to be useful... so he tried to do some background work. While being an Ebon knight, he learned how to remain uncovered and how to kill without making a noise. He crept slowly. No one has noticed him... he felt relieved. Then he reached the beach... he got quite a shock; no one was there, only a few archers on the ships. He looked around. There were only six goblins guarding a box. Darion decided to strike. He crept nearer, then jumped up with raising his sword. He gave the nearest two goblins a blow... the creatures were taken by surprise. They even did not realise that they were under attack until Darion slaughtered two of them... but the remaining four could do anything else than standing up. Fireballs caught and roasted them.

Darion looked at the remains of the little group. He smiled... sometimes he gave a prayer to Zakhtos for giving him magical power. Then he felt weak... "AAuhhh... I have used my magic too much... It’s draining my power now..." he realised. Not wanting to get weaker, he decided to not use magic furthermore. But there other things to do. He opened the box. There were a few chain mails in it. "Too bad that they are not my size" Darion noticed. All the mail were designed for goblins. Having finished here, Darion looked around, then headed towards the ships. Not being sure that the Firestaff would remain useful when not being dry, he decided not to swim. Darion took his sword, and tried to reflect sunshine to the archers standing on a ship with the blade. Then waited... after a while, a boat came for him with two peasants in it.

“Ahh, how good is to see the young apprentice again” one of the peasants said.
“Cut the chatter and get me back to the city at once” Darion ordered. He wished not to stay out of the fight, which will arrive soon.
“Okay...” the peasant said and started to row. They made it halfway back to the dock, when a large noise started beneath them... when Darion looked back he could see that the attack begun. “Hurry!” he said. "Even though this world is not belonging to me and to Zakhtos at the moment, I must defend what will belong to us" Darion thought "I must... take care of the things here... this is why I was sent here. My job here is not destroy but only to secure... a hard task. A challenge... and I do like challenges! I only hope I won't fail."

When they have reached the docks, the archers were firing at the goblins coming towards the docks. Darion jumped to the ground from the boat, then started to do what an ex-Ebon knight could do; keep his sword swinging around and cutting limbs and heads off. The goblins weren't too hard opponents. Darion made his way... for a while. But then he realised that the foe was simply too much to take. When he looked back, he could see that he was too far from the beach... "Can't fight for too long nor can retreat" he thought. He kept on fighting while he hoped for a miracle. An unlucky goblin came too near to him, and Darion's sword cut his head off. His mate was a bit faster, trying to shoot Darion's leg with an arrow, but it missed. Darion blew a strike at the goblin's chest and the sword ran through the creature. But in the next moment, Darion was surrounded. But nor the surrounded neither the surrounding thought themselves strong enough to attack... it was like a living monument. Darion and twelve goblins standing like statues... but only for a second. Then the miracle came... the archers came down from the ships to help the apprentice. The goblins realised that they are trapped here, so they fled. Darion did not chase them, he feared that he may run into a trap. He awaited the archers.

“I think we are under siege, sir” the leader of the archers said.
“You indeed have brilliant logic” Darion said flatly “how long did it take to realise this?!”
“The real fight is in the city,” an archer said.
“Then why are we here?” Darion asked, “Let's get moving! Charge!” and he started to run towards the seized city of Alwarren.

The blade sliced the creature's left arm off, and the goblin collapsed with a loud scream.
“One less” Tuiri said.
“But still have a lot to take” Egil replied “Where did these creatures come from? I have not noticed so many goblins these days.”
“No one did” Gurlat said while landed with Veiren on his back “but they are here. We better get moving.”
“They have anti-air weapons, Gurlat” Tuiri said, “be on your guard. Those arrows maybe small, but many of them can be dangerous.”
“I know” Gurlat said and smiled “I am experienced enough.”
The green dragon took off while Tuiri took a deep breath and let it out. She and her dragon have forced the goblins to flee from their vicinity... for a while. Tuiri knew that she still had a long fight before her. "I only hope that they are not followed by other stronger beasts" Tuiri thought "If yes, then I better start thinking of casting a powerful spell...A spell powerful enough to defend my city."
“There they come! To arms!” Egil shouted and took off while breathing out green gases. Tuiri saw the goblins arriving and trying to assault them. She raised her blade and started to fight... again.

The fight was getting easier, Darion thought. Since a large archer group accompanied him, they had no problems with taking out the goblins. Darion led the way and fought with the goblins while the archers defended themselves and aided him by firing arrows at the goblins in his vicinity. Although it was not so hard as he thought, Darion had to admit that he did not enjoy it now. He had to fight from house to house, and each house meant a new possibility of finding the biggest pack of goblins, which could easily mean certain death. Darion had no fears of dying, though. Without fears, he would have liked to complain... but he did not do it. Suddenly he noticed a red dragon flying above them... followed by two dracolics. The first thing what Darion did was astonishing... then he had a second idea. "Perhaps not all the dragons are on the Order's side" he thought "poor, unlucky beings... I really hope they will like being slaughtered...!" He laughed for a short time. Whilst a plan quickly developed in his mind.
“Archers! Stay here or fight at your own will, according to the situation!” he ordered. Ordering a small group of soldiers was not too unlike for him... he enjoyed it. It reminded him his battles in hell... his own Golden Age. 
“Yes, sir! We understand your orders!” the leader archer said and fired an arrow from his bow.
Darion looked where the dragon and the dracolichs flew, then he started to fight his way there. "A dragon's head" he thought "a good trophy..."

Egil was just about to finish. Only a few goblins remained under her, and she knew that they wouldn’t be reinforced soon. But suddenly a fireball hit her. She dived quickly, but two bolts of lightning hit her... she could do nothing else than land hard, and try to catch her breath. Tuiri was near, but she was not able to cast spells in such condition. Both the dragon and the rider looked up. They could clearly see a red dragon and two dracolichs landing on the top of the surrounding houses.
“Ikher!!” Egil said on a faint voice.
“Yes, it is me, you fool” the red dragon answered.

“But... why?” the black dragon asked. She could hardly believe in her eyes.
“Because it is us who fight for the right!” the red dragon answered “We will accomplish everything our great ancestors dreamed of doing!”
“Our great dragon ancestors dreamed about life, Ikher. All you and the Union know is death.”
The red dragon laughed harshly.
“Wrong again, Egil! And anyway, why would fate let you die if you would speak the truth? What will save you now? You should see it now. Break your bound and admit that we are right!”
“NO!” Egil shouted “NEVER!”
“Then die” the red dragon said simply and jumped at Egil. The black dragon was too weak to move... she was defenceless. The red dragon grabbed and threw her into a house. Egil felt faint... She could only creep a bit, but no more. She looked up at the red dragon, which said “This is the end of your pitiful life, you fool!”
If Ikher had anything else to say, he could not finish it. A sudden blam was heard and the red dragon covered its bleeding head with its arms while keep roaring in pain.

Darion smiled. Although the Firestaff could not kill that red dragon, it had made a pretty bad wound. Darion did not had time to reload, though. He grabbed his sword and jumped into action. He jumped at the red dragon, managed a strike at the creature's neck. He could feel his sword cutting the flesh, then the blade hit something stiff..."The dragon's spine" Darion thought. He did not had time to think of anything else. The red dragon stood up while roaring and screaming loudly in agony. Now Darion could see that both of his attacks were a total success. Both wounds were bleeding badly... but amazingly the dragon was still standing. Darion jumped to his feet. 
“You...little...bas...tard...you...will...pay....” this was all what the red dragon could say and then it collapsed with a large thud. Darion gave a prayer for his good reflexes. Only these fast reflexes saved him since the dragon's head nearly fell on him. He felt triumphant... but only for a moment. He realised that the battle was not over yet... but it was. Seeing the dragon defeated, the dracolichs decided to leave, and seeing them flee, so did the goblins. Darion grinned and burst into laughter. He rose his sword into the air, then looked at the slain dragon and said “Good night, you weakling.” Then he heard footsteps beneath him. He turned back and saw Tuiri healing her dragon. When she was finished she turned to Darion and said, “Stay calm. This won't hurt.”
Darion did not know what she was talking about... then he realised that he took many wounds, but he simply did not notice them. He was too excited to feel the pain... now when adrenaline was leaving, his body was burning... but Tuiri's magic ended the pain in a few seconds. Darion was surprised... he did not know that such magic exists. He only knew the destructive side of magic, and this was the opposing side. When she was finished, Tuiri stood up and looked around. Alwarren survived in quite a good condition. Tuiri felt happy... she has managed to save her city.
“Has anything exciting happened while I was out?” Darion asked with irony. He could not stop smiling.
“Nope. A large siege and a horde of goblins attacking. Nothing unusual” Egil replied, then turned to a more serious voice  “I thank you for your assistance. Ikher took me by surprise... I did not think that I will face dragons today.”
“By the way, who was this?” Darion asked while looking at the dead dragon “And why did it attack you? Or is this usual here?” he asked with sarcasm.
“No.” Egil replied on a low voice “Ikher was a friend of mine... but we taken different ways in life for many years now. As you can see Darion, I have joined the Order of Flame, and got bonded to Tuiri for almost two years now. But Ikher...” she paused.
“Let me have a guess. A renegade?” Darion asked.
“We can say so” Tuiri continued. Egil was still thinking and not saying a word “and I fear the he was not the only one.”
“You know, many humans and dragons dislike the Order...  but they were not so aggressive. They were rather passive.”
“And?” Darion asked.
“About 10 years ago, strange things happened. Strange creatures appeared here that we have not seen before - Wartocks I believe they are called. As far as I know, they are usually found in the mountain regions to the north but never here – the climate in this tropical realm is too hot for them. The Goblins seem to have become more hostile towards humans too. Furthermore, a few months ago, they began to appear in all of Drakan. We suspect that there is so-called Dark Union standing beneath these things.”
"The Union!!" Darion thought "But... how?? How can it be?? Zakhtos told me nothing about these things... or... were...we...betrayed?!"
“Who leads this union?” Darion asked. He was getting really worried...
“We do not know. But two bonded of us has gone for 10 years now to learn more about our enemy.”
“They must have been strong” Darion nodded.
“Yes, they have been champions for a while. They were Navaros and Kaeros...”
Darion felt as if the sky had collapsed on him with a large noise... he sensed the world going black and fading away.

9.   Things and things beneath them

Darion could not say anything... although he knew that Navaros betrayed the Order, this was a new story to him. "Navaros did not tell me anything why did he left Drakan" Darion reminded himself. He shook his head... he did not want to see clearly. He did not want to know the truth. But his task was in danger... and it was Zakhtos's will to accomplish this task. "I must do so" Darion thought and added, "I must learn more... I must see what am I facing".
“When did these troubles begin here?” Darion asked.
“It was long since these... 'troubles' began” Tuiri said “but there were signs. Many of the unbelieving humans and dragons turned against us, and there were some betrayals... but all of them could have been fixed... but during the last few years, things have become worse and worse. Demonic creatures appeared, now, in all Drakan... I fear that we are heading to a great trouble, apprentice.”
Although he did not say, Darion thought the same... but he had other thoughts too. "I must inform Zakhtos about what is happening here" he thought, "I must report that Navaros is planning a treachery! It must have been he and Kaeros who brought these creatures here... and it is obvious what they want. I better hurry... but I still have to be cautious to not unmask myself."

Navaros sat on a big golden throne, while Kaeros was lying next to him. Navaros was thinking about the plan he had developed; he just assumed it to work. He felt almost triumphant... he knew that nothing would be able to stop him and his forces now. Suddenly a death magi appeared and said, “The two dracolichs which were sent to Alwarren have now arrived back. Do you wish them to come here or should I order them to wait?”
“Good” Navaros said “order them to me.”
The magi disappeared, and Kaeros said “Dracolichs.. I still do not know why do you use them. They are the creatures I distrust the most.”
Navaros smiled and said “Ohh, you shouldn't be so vile with them, Kaeros. Who knows... maybe you will be one of them one day...”
With realising what Navaros said, Kaeros spoke with an angered tone “Maybe. But on that day it will not be only me who will die, my dear bonded”
The two undead dragons came into the hall.
“So? What happened? Report now” Navaros said.
“We have done everything as you ordered” one of the dracolichs said, “we have done an acted assault against Alwarren. As a matter of fact, we did not manage to kill the so-called mage Tuiri... but we have seen another human. It has killed Ikher. But now, we are sure that the defenders of the city became too confident... they have achieved a great victory... over one of our smaller army. The main goblin army and the giants are ready for their assault now. They are only waiting for your word... and after that, only the smoking ruins shall remain as a sad reminder of the fate of those who opposed us.”
“Another human?” Navaros asked “Killed Ikher? Hmm... Explain.”
“That human was not so strong” the dracolich went on “it was Ikher who was weak. He was too confident, but he lacked the power needed to survive such mistakes. We could have managed to kill both the new one and Tuiri, but we thought that they won't mean serious problems.”
Navaros grinned. Things were going how he imagined.
“Ikher has died” Kaeros said, “you should have taken revenge there and then”
“A life makes no matter” Navaros said “and calm down, Kaeros. Ikher is not the only dragon on our side, and he was not the strongest one” he turned to the dracolichs “What you have done was good... but do not go back to Alwarren now. Arrange things here as I have ordered before... I want to strike on our biggest enemy now... I want to make a blow, strong enough to kill them... all.” Navaros said.
“Yes” both dracolichs said and left.
"The first day of my reign" Navaros thought and slowly closed his eyes to see the imagined pictures of his triumph. And he knew that his day will soon come. Soon enough.
“A life makes no matter” Kaeros said “I wonder that if it would be about your life what would you say.”
Navaros gave him an angry look. “I did not know that you care so much with other's lives,” he said.
“I do not” Kaeros smiled “but I do care with situations which can occur to me. In a loosing battle, we will be abandoned by our army?”
“No” Navaros said, but he started to think about this option “It was the plan... not the original, although. All I wanted in Alwarren at the moment was an attack by a smaller army, led by Ikher. They was not strong enough to win, I knew that. But they have managed the defence of that and of all the surrounding cities think that they are invulnerable to attack... and being too confident in themselves, they will be easy prey”
Kaeros nodded silently.
“But now, it is time for our war, Navaros. And try not get killed” the dragon said, “I am not fancying the thought of becoming a statue.”
Navaros smiled.
“The Order is no match for the Words of Power, Kaeros... Zakhtos told me about that. But he did not know that I have learned the spell from one of his magi.”
Kaeros shook his head.
“You...and with that, me... We are playing a risky game. You have betrayed both Zakhtos and with that, the original Dark Union, and now betraying the Order of Flame. I still think that one enemy one time should be far enough.”
Navaros grinned 
“Do not worry about the Order, Kaeros... you know that they will be soon done.”
Kaeros said nothing just thought, "I hope so".

Darion was sitting on a rock – the only remains of a house destroyed during the siege. He wondered why was it so easy... "Perhaps we have estimated them stronger that they really are" he thought and smiled. Then he heard large steps beneath him. When he looked back, he saw Veiren and Gurlat coming towards him. Darion grinned and said “I guess you have heard what happened... how more are remaining for me to reach the 'dragonslayer' name?”
“I copy your joke” Gurlat said “but I do not want to laugh on such things. Do not forget that even if Ikher was on the Dark Union's side, he was still a dragon... one of my kind. I do not blame you for killing him; I would have done the same... but do not henceforth with that. It is a war, while living beings die... and nor life neither death is not to be joked with, apprentice.”
Darion’s face became serious, and then he turned his head away from the green dragon. Veiren then said
“We have came to speak with you about a different topic, Darion. Now that you are an apprentice, you should go to the Dragon Temple. I think that you are more than you look... but only at the Temple can we decide if I am right.”
"So I have do other tests as well" Darion thought "oh well. I have passed those, I will pass the coming ones."
“Sure. Where do I have to go?” he asked.
“It is really far from here,” Gurlat said.
“But we can take you there” Veiren went on “Come now. We have no time to loose.”
"This girl is my fortune" Darion thought when walked to the green dragon and it's rider. Before mounting him, Darion looked into Gurlat's eyes... he knew that both of them felt the same way. They hated each other. But Gurlat had to accept Veiren's orders... so the green dragon took off and headed towards the Dragon Temple.

“What is that huge building?” Darion asked, pointing his hand on a stronghold.
“That's the Island Fortress” Veiren said “It is a fortress which looks above the seas here and it safeguards this place.
Darion nodded. "I still have much to learn,” he thought.”

“HOW COULD THIS HAPPEN?!!” Zakhtos shouted. The demon had a really loud voice.
“Erm... I... do...not....really know, my lord...” the magi said. He could not say anything else. A dark beam from the demon's hands turned the unlucky being into dust in a moment.
“SO?!” Zakhtos asked from another magi. 
“It seems that our fears became reality” the magi said in a calm tone “that Navaros has left our realm and went back to Drakan. It also seems that he was the one who took many of our units... I do think that our dear betrayer is wanting to capture Drakan... or he has other plans as well, but this must the first.”
Zakhtos was surprised. Not only because of what he heard, but the calm voice also did its work. He was surprised to see the magi so calm after it's mate's death. Then the demon lord sighed.
“Poor Darion... Although he is immortal, I fear that even his soul is done now.”
“No, my lord” the magi interrupted “he is alive, and now member of the Order of Flame. I have good reasons to say that your fighter can be worthy enough to challenge Navaros... and to kill him for his foolish deed. For betraying us.”
“He has not only betrayed us, magi” Zakhtos said. He was now calm... he now had to make further plans “but he caused us much more trouble. The troops he stole were needed elsewhere... and he ruined my plans for Drakan. But if what you say is true and Darion is still alive... then make contact with him. Tell him that he has new orders. Order him to bring the traitor's soul to me... only then he will take care of Drakan.”
“Yes, my lord. Your orders shall be carried out by me, personally.”
Zakhtos smiled. It was good to him to have such minions.
“What is your name, magi?” he asked.
“I am Qaus, my lord” the magi said and left.
"Ahh... it seems that Drakan will fall out from my grip" Zakthos thought "but if that happens, I will do nothing to claim it back. That land is maybe no use to me... but it can never be valuable enough for me to send a whole army there. Darion will have to fight on his own... but if he managed to be alive till now, he will manage to do that too. And if he succeeds.. then I will let him to rule that land... that would make him as loyal as never before. Yes... getting rid of two problems at once... how genius I am..."

Navaros was standing on the top of one of Mount Tibor's towers. He looked at the sunset. "My day will soon come now" he thought "I don't have to be really patient now.". He smiled, then jumped down first to the wall, then to the ground. He sat up on a dracolich.
“Keep moving” he ordered and the undead did so without saying a word. 
"I am heading to my greatest deed, to my triumph" Navaros thought. He looked totally calm, but his inside was on fire. He could not wait a minute more to see his plans accomplished. He knew that he was heading to his reign... to his day.
He was heading to the Dragon Temple. Only one sight was following him worryingly. It was Kaeros's. The black dragon wished that Navaros were right when designing his plans...

10. The first sin done

Despite the length of the journey, Darion now thanked to Veiren for taking him here. The Temple was a magnificent one.
“So, here we are” Gurlat said while landing “this is our most sacred place... This place can be mentioned as the essence of the Order. Everything we believe in concentrated in one place.”
“Magnificent, no?” Veiren asked Darion. The warrior could only nod. He has seen big temples enough... but this one was made of stone and wood... it was a real one, not like the summoned ones in the netherworlds.
“I think we should enter” Gurlat said then noticed a dozen dragons arriving with their bonded.
“Greetings, Veiren and Gurlat! I see you have come.... but who is this young man?” a man asked them.
“Greetings to all of you” Veiren said “ he is”-
“Greetings.” Darion said on a calm voice “I am Darion Zarek, an apprentice. But I am not to be underestimated... I am young but strong.”
Both the dragon and its rider smiled at this sentence.
“I did not say anything which would mean I underestimate you, Darion” the man replied.
“Why have you come?” Gurlat asked.
“We heard that Navaros has returned... and so we came to see”  the man's dragon said. He did not know that Darion's heart sank at this sentence. "So... Navaros is here. But I can do nothing with that... just hope that I won't meet him" Darion thought with despair.

“You are back, Navaros! How glad am I to see you again in one piece” a guardian magi said.
“Me too, Junar.” Navaros said. He forced a smile.
“Where is Kaeros?” the magi asked “I can not see him.”
Navaros had had to think only for a moment for the answer.”
“He is still scouting, but he will join us soon” he said. "He will join only me when he will arrive here" Navaros thought.
“Many of us are here, Navaros, awaiting to see you. I think you better show yourself to them.”
Navaros smiled. This was the moment he was awaiting for so long. And the moment now came.
“I think the same, Junar. Let's move. They must be impatient now” Navaros said and thought "Should they know what are they waiting for, should they not be so impatient..."

Darion was inside the Temple. He kept looking around again and again... but the Temple was full. He noticed new dragons arriving, but they could not get into the temple now, since there would have been no room for them. "I wonder where Navaros can be" Darion thought. The answer came almost immediately. Deep silence fell on everyone inside. Everyone looked into the distant end of the temple. Darion climbed onto Gurlat to see what's going on. The dragon took no notice of him. But now, Darion could see Navaros. Darion did not know what to do... then he had a strange feeling... some kind of magic he has never sensed before. "It is not the magic Tuiri used... rather...like the style of mine... the style of hell...." Darion thought. He realised that the source was Navaros... and this only made him more and more annoyed. He started to have fears... he did not believe that Navaros only came to speak. "He must have other plans" Darion thought. He has done his decision. "Whatever Navaros is planning, I better not experience it on my own body" he thought and wanted to leave. Too late. He suddenly felt a power he has sensed only a few times before... his heart was frozen. With terror in his eyes, he turned back to Navaros, and he could see that the black-cloaked wizard took a deep breath and smiled... then Darion saw a flash, and he could feel himself thrown away like a leaf in the hurricane by an explosion. He felt no pain... he had no time to feel. Nor to think. He crashed into a wall and died almost immediately.

"It is done" Navaros thought "no one is alive. My work here is done. I better get moving... I must make my plans come true!". Then he heard the sound of wingbeats. He looked up. It was Kaeros.
The black dragon looked around and finally turned his head to Navaros with disgust.
“You had no problems then” Kaeros said “but I am still not sure. This was too easy. A so powerful Order can not be so easily defeated... I can't believe it.”
“They are not done totally yet” Navaros agreed “but look around, Kaeros... this will be the fate of all who remained of the Order to oppose us. Now, let's get back to Mount Tibor.”
He mounted Kaeros and both of them left.
Darion opened his eyes... he could hardly believe what he saw. It was himself... his new body. But it was terribly wounded, bleeding from many points, and somewhere he could even see the bones. "Rebirth as soon as possible" he heard words coming from nowhere... maybe from his memory. He wanted to live... so he touched his dead body. Then he felt pain... pain which he never felt before. It lasted only for seconds, but Darion could feel that it has taken much of him. He could see nothing... his eyes were closed and he did not had the power to open them. But he could feel his sword... the Firestaff in his belt... he could feel his clothes on his body. "It worked! I am alive... again!!" he thought and this thought gave him new power. He opened his eyes and jumped to his feet... but the scene he saw was not to his liking. He was ready for most things... but not for this.

Everyone and everything, including the Temple was destroyed. Darion knew a big variety of destructive magic spells, but he has rarely seen such powerful ones... and only by gods or god-like creatures. He looked around. The results of the thing what Navaros had done were catastrophic. Darion could touch the death and the agony in the air. All life in the vicinity ended in a moment like his. He only had to take a step and he could notice something... familiar. He could notice Gurlat and Veiren... or the thing what remained of them. The two corpses were half-covered by the rocks, which fell out of temple walls, but Darion could see that both dragon and rider had an instant death. He felt... sorry for them. Although he disliked Gurlat, he wished that the dragon's life would have ended a different way... and he really felt sorry for Veiren. That woman had helped him a lot. "Somehow... more valuable... to die without a purpose... to be your death a vain..." Darion thought and he shook his head. This was the first moment when he totally agreed with the light since he arrived in Drakan. He wished he had the power to resurrect Gurlat and Veiren. But he hadn't... "So, this is the end... no... no." Darion shook his head again and then collapsed to the ground. Not wanting to give up, he stood up again. He started to walk around and to see the whole picture what Navaros has painted. "My dark plots and plans have came to a most wicked end" Darion thought "the Order I wanted to lead to the Union has now been destroyed by one who has betrayed my Union and founded his own... I hope. But... what if I am wrong? What if Zakhtos had other plans that he hasn’t told me about?" Darion stopped. This was the first time he had serious doubts in his lord... it was an interesting feeling for him. Then he went on thinking "I must see clearly. I must catch Navaros before he does such things again... before he gains enough strength to destroy Drakan... or maybe to destroy... me." His heart sank at this word. He was still fearing for his life. "I most get into contact with Zakhtos... and fast! It can happen that Navaros is already doing something bad... I have no time to loose.". Darion had made his decision. He did not really wanted to fight again... but he knew he had no other choice. He looked back at his once-friends' corpses... he looked at them for long. He wanted to write each point of the picture in his memory deep enough to never forget. He did not want to forget the ones who helped him, and he did not want to forget how his life could end. He stood and stared for minutes. Then developed a reasonably decent plan in his mind. He was about to leave... then he stopped and looked back again. He reminded what a human told him long ago... he drew his blade and scratched the skin. A little blood started to flow.
“Vandetta... Vandetta to take revenge on you, betrayer!” he shouted. Then he felt calm. He knew he has not done what he came here for, but he knew that he would do it. "Or I will die how they have died here" he added and left the sad ruins. He hoped he would not end like this.

11.  The new chapter begins

Darion knew what he was searching for. Led by only his inner sense, he looked for an altar he could use to communicate with the ethereal world. He soon found one in a cave nearby. He sat down and mediated. Soon he found himself in an another world.

“So you came. It took a while... we were having fears of you, Darion” a magi said. Darion looked around. Both he and the magi were standing in the middle of the black nothingness. 
“What happened? Why did you allow that to happen?!” Darion asked angrily.
“We tried to stop Navaros” the magi replied “but we failed. We were too late. We only discovered Navaros's treachery lately... but I must tell you, Lieutenant... even we have lost much... It can happen that our lord will not be able to get that land.”
Darion was no longer interested in his lord's will. He spent all his lifetime fighting, but he always fought in ethereal worlds, and with magical beings. Everyone there, even the humans could have been easily resurrected. It was the first time Darion saw living creatures who had their lives to loose... and a such vile deed what Navaros has done faced him with a such horrific scene of death. Darion received no training against stresses coming from mortal worlds... against stresses like his own feelings. Darion did not wish to leave his lord. He knew that even Zakhtos was betrayed... but he now saw what it truly means 'to die'. He realised that this can happen to him, too. This thought made him re-judge the worth of life... He did not want to die.
“I care no longer with your aims or your worthless wars in the ethereal worlds” Darion said to the magi “tell me how you can help me or be gone.”
The magi was astonished, the said “So you have changed that much... “he sighed “Our lord has new objectives for you, Darion. Drakan is no longer important for us.”
“Then?” Darion asked. His faith in his master was returning. He hoped he could leave and forget this place.
“Chase and catch Navaros. Bring his soul to us!” the magi said “Destroy the betrayer and show all who wants to betray us what their fate will be!”
Darion was surprised... for a moment. Then he grinned toothily... he now had full faith in his master. His master's will, his feelings and his aims were common now.
“It pleases me to accomplish this task” Darion said and returned to Drakan.
“He has changed much indeed” Qaus said to Zakhtos who was standing beneath him “It seems to me that he now... he cares for those people and Dragons? I don't know why, but I had the feeling that Darion felt sorry for what happened.”
Zakhtos thought about this. "A once-Ebon knight, servant of me, caring for life? Hmmm. Strange. Perhaps... it can turn out to be valuable. With such a fighter, I could please some of my enemies... I could show them that not all of my minions are so evil. And if it would work, than I could withdraw many of my troops from unneeded places and I could reassign them to where are greater needs for them. Darion... you are earning me more profit I had expected. Good work!" he thought and smiled.
“So? My lord? What shall we do now?” Qaus asked.
“Darion is still on our side. We must trust him for he is the only one of us who can face Navaros in Drakan yet” Zakhtos said “Do not fear magi. Darion believes in me more than you think.”
“I hope, my lord” Qaus said on a faint voice “I hope so.”

Darion went out of the cave. He concentrated deeply. His meditation at the altar restored his power. He concentrated and whispered a few words, and then he imagined the sight of the tower where his test has been in the islands. He did not know why, but he wanted to be in a place, which could defend him in need... Alwarren did not seem to be the ideal place to be when in danger. A blue light surrounded Darion, and then he disappeared.

Navaros and Kaeros was now making their way back to Mount Tibor. None of them said a word. Both of them were only thinking. They knew what has been done... an age has ended and a new began. But the way they were thinking was different. Navaros was just feeling one thing: glory with triumph. He knew that he has accomplished the impossible... he has defeated the Order. Not totally yet, but Navaros thought "The remaining warriors won't mean serious threat to me if I have done the rest of them now...". Kaeros felt almost the same way... but the dragon had not changed as much as his bonded did. Although Kaeros was too feeling the triumph that what was made, he felt it a bittersweet victory. He did not truly want such bloodshed, but he slowly put out these thoughts of his mind. But a voice in him kept saying "Think... if Navaros can do such evil things, will he keep you in one piece? If even the Order or the lives were not valuable to him, why would your life or any life in Drakan be valuable to him?” Although the dragon did not want to hear this, he started to think about this... and he got worried a bit. "But I can defend myself" he added and felt calm again.

Darion could remember this place. He looked around. He noticed the magi.
“Good day, apprentice.” He heard.
“It is not a good day, Faeruz” Darion replied “but I do fear that this is the darkest day of all Drakan's history. Navaros returned, and he has changed pretty much. I just came from the Dragon Temple, which is now no more than smoking ruins... only I survived, and just because I was lucky enough to not be in there.”
The Guardian Magi understood what Darion said. "Now we have the answer why Navaros and Kaeros was away for so long,” the magi thought. He stared at the ground for a while, then asked with a strange voice “What about Gurlat and Veiren?”
Darion shook his head, and said “They are no more. Dead... as many. Dead as of all who were there.”
“I feared this for a while” Faeruz said “but I would have never believed that things would turn out this way... come, apprentice. We must warn Tuiri about the things that are going on. I fear that she is in great danger.”
Darion nodded. The magi started to walk quickly and he followed. Just as they passed the ridge of the mountain, which surrounded the tower, they heard strange sounds. They crept back to see a dozen Ebon knights entering the tower.
“I guess that they came for the other Guardian Magi” Darion said. He did not know how strong Ebon knights were in this world.
“I must bring help” Faeruz said “Or else my friends shall be done for sure... Ebon knights are immune to magic. You know what this means...”
Darion knew it. They had no time to loose.
“I have seen you Tele-porting. You must do it once again, Darion!” Faeruz said, now calling him 'Darion' instead of  'apprentice' “We must get to the Island Fortress as fast as possible!”
Darion agreed. Not caring with his exhausted power, he concentrated again and a moment later both he and Faeruz were standing in the fortress. But things were strange... after hearing the strange sounds they realised that the fortress was under attack.

12.  Darker days

They needed no orders to know what to do. Darion grabbed an archer's bow and he took his arrows. During this, Faeruz run up to the wall and let out a few fireballs rapidly. When Darion made it up, he could see that it was the goblins again. He took an arrow into his bow and let it out. A goblin roared and collapsed. "Take this as a gift from me" he thought. Then he fired arrows again and again and again. Despite the defenders' efforts, the goblins managed to reach the top of the wall, and some of them were now in the fortress. Darion dropped his bow and took his sword, then charged at the goblins.

The battle was desperate. Each side fought as if they had no place to go. To tell the truth, the humans had no place to flee, so all they could do was to save the fortress or face certain death. Darion ran at a goblin, then he struck at the goblin's head with his sword. The blade ripped the creature's neck, but Darion could not enjoy his victory. More and more goblins arrived. All he could do was swinging his sword as fast as he could do it accurately. A goblin nearly managed to hit Darion's head with its blade. Darion crouched down hastily and pointed his sword through the goblin's chest. When he looked around he could see that the goblin's assault was not doing so well after all. The archers on the walls, Faeruz, he and the knights here were pushing the enemy further and further away from the walls they had reached. Darion smiled... but it was too early to do that.

An arrow landed in his left leg. He lost stability and took a step back... into nothing. He had not noticed that was already on the side of the wall. He fell down from almost five meters high and landed with a loud thud. He tried to stand up, but he could not do it. He sat to the wall... he felt the cold stones with his back. He hoped that the rest defending the tower would be strong enough to win...

The fight did not last for long. It was over in minutes. Darion could hardly make it back to the wall. He could not use his left leg, so he had to creep sometimes. Faeruz saw him and cast a healing spell so the wound disappeared.
“And now?” Darion asked “It seems that even this place needs help.”
“We have to get to Tuiri then…” Faeruz said but something interrupted him. Everyone looked at Alwarren where a gigantic play of lights and elements began...

Darion could hardly believe his eyes. Large fireballs and lightning flew in every direction from the city, then suddenly a huge volcano erupted. It was over then.
“What was that?” Darion asked.
“It is over.” Faeruz said in a faint voice.
“What is over?” Darion asked. He had some idea, but he did not want to ask what he thought...
“Tuiri. Egil. Alwarren. All of them. They are over.”
Darion looked at the ground and became silent. Then asked “Are you sure?”
“The play you have seen” Faeruz said “was indeed a special one. Even I can only guess what has happened. I think that what you have seen was the Great Spell of Protection. Tuiri must have been attacked by forces she could not deal with, so she tried to cast that spell.”
“And?” Darion could not understand “Is the volcano and those things are in connection with that spell?”
“Yes” Faeruz said “They are. The Great Spell of Protection is a spell, which uses all the elements. When the spell fails due to some reason, it lets its power out in the form of all the elements... even if Alwarren had survived the attack; the failed spell must have destroyed it.”
Darion understood. "Damn and damn and damn." he thought "Navaros had pretty good plans... and I don't think that I have seen everything already. This must be only a prologue for something bigger... for something, which I cannot imagine yet. But whatever it is... I will stop that. I have to stop him, whatever it will cost."
“And now what?” Darion asked the Guardian Magi “I guess that your mage-mates are having great problems, too. I would really not to be called 'coward', but I would not like to assist in the fight against a pack of Ebon knights... I had other plans instead of getting myself killed. But if Alwarren is done... than we have nowhere to go for help now.” He said and thought, "Is this over? So easily?"
“Yes... what you say is true” Faeruz said “I would serve the guardian magi more if I would keep myself alive rather than if I would die now. As for where to go... well, I don't think that Navaros has killed all the bonded. There must be survivors like you... we will have to manage to meet and gather them. Then we shall try to destroy Navaros.”
Darion had doubts. "How I survived that...,” he thought, "if this magi would know the truth, he wouldn't be sure that there are survivors. However, he is right. This is the only way left for us." He looked around at the survivors of the siege. They were well-trained fighters, but Darion knew that he would need a lot stronger party to win this war. "But it is good as a start" he added. He stood up. He was confident now... he made a good plan.
“What are you going to do?” Faeruz asked. Darion did not reply, just walked to the middle of the fortress.
“Attention, please!” He shouted. Everyone looked at him. Darion continued “I bet you would like to know what happened. I can explain it... would you like to hear that?”
“WE DO!” He heard the archers and knights shouting together. He smiled.
“The things in the last few hours have changed more than in the last few weeks” Darion explained “and I do fear that not for our advantage. Navaros, who has left this place 10 years ago, has turned up again. But he is not himself anymore. Navaros is the leader of Dark Union! He has killed most of the members of the Order, and he leads those forces that have tried to kill you... and have already destroyed Alwarren.”
"I am not telling the truth" Darion thought "but I have to tell some lies... I have to tell the things what Veiren told me before... these people will fancy it more than they would fancy my own story."
“We must not let things go on like this!” He went on “We must find new allies, and then fight! Fight... for ourselves, and fight to not allow such things to happen in the future!”
Darion could not continue. Everyone stood up and raised the weapon he had, shouting "We fight!". Darion smiled... he wanted exactly this. He now had a small team willing to follow him.

They were leaving the fortress. While the archers and knights were packing the supplies to the ships, Faeruz halted Darion.
“I do know what you are planning, Darion” Faeruz said “but this is a dangerous way. Wouldn't it be wiser to organise a big army and only then discover ourselves?”
“Maybe” Darion said “but now I have chosen. Leave me or fight on my side if you want, Faeruz... we are not bonded. You can leave whenever you want.”
The feeling of the success made Darion really confident... and he cared no longer with anyone else's will. He had his plans, he knew what he must reach to accomplish his plans... he was on his way.
Faeruz nodded, and said “I only hope you have chosen the right way... if not, then it will be the last wrong decision a member of the Order made.”
Only at this sentence did Darion realise that he was not only playing with his and his men's lives... "Can it be?" he asked of himself "I am playing with the fate of this world? This can't be..." but a voice in him said "But yes, it can be.". Darion closed his eyes and sighed. He did not really wanted to be a world's saviour... all he wanted was to take care of the betrayal of the Dark Union... and maybe to take revenge upon Navaros... for Veiren. "And for all he has killed" Darion added with a little rage. Then he stopped and stared at the distance, looking into nothing. He realised that he has changed much... but the feel of changing made him fear... Fear of not knowing where will this lead. "I must keep myself to be who I was" he decided. Then he stopped thinking. 
“The supplies are transferred onto the ships, my leader.” a knight said “We are ready to leave.”
“Then wait no more” Darion said “Time is of the essence.” then he looked at Faeruz.
“I think you will need a magi's aid on your way “ Faeruz said a smiled slightly “As long as you keep fighting on our side, you will be helped by me.”

13.  The first signs of dawn

The ships were slower than Darion counted with. He was impatient... then he could not hold himself back anymore. He ordered a knight to himself.
“I think it would be wiser to look for more allies” Darion started “I will leave you know... I will scout and explore around to see is there anyone who can help us.”
“And what should we do while you are on your way?” the knight asked.
“Get to a safe place and await my further orders.”
“Where is that 'safe place'?” the knight replied. Darion wondered... he did not know of any safe places anymore.
“At the port of Faerburn” Faeruz said “it is a small port with a little merchandise town... but it is located deep in the swamps. As far as I know, nothing or only very little problems occurred there in the last few years. Since it is useless to Navaros, he did not care for it.”
“That means you would be out of his sight” Darion told the knight “get there and wait for me.”
“Yes, we will.”
The knight left to inform the others.
“We should go immediately” Darion said.
“You are really impatient” Faeruz said “this is not an advantage.”
“Not doing anything in such situations is the real disadvantage” Darion replied. Faeruz smiled.
“So? Where should we go now?” he asked. Darion gave him a helpless look.
“I thought you will give me a few ideas...” he said “and one more thing. I really hope you can Tele-port me with you, since I do not have enough power reserved to Tele port now.”
Faeruz laughed in a faint voice, then said “Alright. I can help you. If you ask me, then we better go to Rankazan. It is a town in the hills not so far from here.”
“Let's go then” Darion said. The Guardian Magi closed his eyes and then suddenly Darion found him in a snowy clearing.

He looked around. He could see nothing but snow... and he could feel that he is shivering of cold.
“It is really cold here” Darion said “we better do something before we freeze to death.”
“No problem” the magi said and drew a circle with his hand in the air. Darion could feel the shivering wearing off.
“What was this?” he asked.
“A simple fire spell” Faeruz replied “if we will have time, I will teach it to you.”
"I would be pleased" Darion thought. Just like when he saw Tuiri casting spells, he was now surprised again. This was another way of magic he did not know about. "I know many things, but I still have much to learn" Darion thought and asked “Where to go now? I can only see hills.”
“Follow me” Faeruz said and started to walk fast in the snow. Darion followed him without a word.

After a fifteen-minute journey, they could now see the houses of a town.
“Rankazan” Faeruz said “An average town... but at this moment, a heaven to my eyes.”
Darion, who was now getting tired and hungry, felt in the same way.
“Let's make it there and find a bed and some food” he said. Faeruz looked at him and said “I was just about to start wondering how can anyone fight without eating or sleeping for that long... but I now see that you were only too busy to do such things. Alright then, let's keep going.”

The owner of the local tavern gave them nice rooms and good dinner. Darion slept without dreaming... he was sleeping deep. But suddenly he had a strange dream...

“I need to speak to you. Now.” he heard a familiar voice. When he looked in it's direction, he could see Zakhtos.
“See this little thing?” the demon asked, holding a little staff in his hand “This is the Exeter. A staff, which was designed long ago, designed to carry energies that are undoubtedly hard to handle. Look carefully, Darion.”
“Why are you here?” Darion asked, not knowing if he is only dreaming or this is reality “and... why is this staff so important?”
“I am here because I know you will fail without my help” Zakhtos said “do not doubt in me. Even if you don't want to admit it, you cannot win against Navaros without me. This is why I will send this staff to you. A messenger will give it to you soon. Be careful when using it... it can be dangerous. Farewell, Lieutenant... and do remember that you have a soul to bring to me.”
“I will bring Navaros to you” Darion replied. Then his vision disappeared. It has gone how it came... quickly and without any sign. Darion woke up. He looked around and noticed that he was in his room, in his bed. He felt glad to be awake, but the feeling tired made him sleep again, and this time, without interruptions.

“Is this a wise thing to do?” Qaus asked “The Exeter in Darion's hands can be more destructive than he would want it to be. Darion has been using our magic for long now, but he is inexperienced in using such great powers.”
“Maybe” Zakhtos said “but I must ensure his loyalty to me. And the best way to do this is to show him how much I do trust him... trust me, Qaus. I know what I am doing.”
“I only hope that Darion too knows what to do” Qaus said in a faint voice.

Navaros was sitting on his golden throne. He still felt pretty proud... he could not have dreamed about better going of his plans. A dracolich entered his room.
“What do you want this time?” Navaros asked. The undead came nearer and said “I have some reports, my lord.”
“Then speak” Navaros ordered.
“We have now razed the cities of Alwarren and Huirta. Although we were defeated at the Island Fortress, the remaining fighter fled from there, so it is now under our control.”
Navaros smiled. The dracolich went on “The Ebon knights have defeated the Guardian Magi in a short and desperate fight. We had losses, though... but these losses are not serious. They do not affect your further plans, my lord.”
“Good. Really good.” Navaros said and grinned toothily “Keep on. Search for survivors of the Order in the area and bring their heads to me. We do not want any of them escaping and warning the rest of the Order and its allies”
“Yes.” the dracolich said and left. When alone, Navaros thought "My age... my reign. How long was I awaiting for this..." then he laughed loudly. He looked around and assured that Kaeros was not near. "Breaking the bond... and you fool dragon think that I would leave you to do that?" Navaros thought and touched his dragon's soul crystal in his belt. He smiled... he knew that no one will face him soon.

When Darion awoke, he looked around. The memory of his unusual dream was still in his mind... but he found everything just like when he started to sleep. "Maybe it was only a true dream" Darion thought and went out of his room to get breakfast. There he found Faeruz, already eating. Darion sat at the same table and ordered some bread and a bottle of wine. 
“I had really strange dreams yesterday” Darion said.
“After being in action for so long without sleep or eating, I am not surprised” the magi said.
“No, Faeruz, this one was really special. Let me tell you-“
Darion was interrupted. The owner of the tavern came to them, and gave a small pouch to Darion, while saying “A stranger came to my tavern and ordered me to give this box to you. And so I do now.”
Darion thanked this deed, and when the owner left, he opened the box. There was only one thing in it... a staff. Darion was astonished.
“The Exeter...” he said “I can't believe it...”
“What?” Faeruz asked. Darion spoke too faintly for him to hear. Darion quickly took the staff and said “Erm... nothing. Nothing special. It is only a joke by someone.”
Faeruz was satisfied with the answer. He still thought that Darion was only really tired. When both of them finished eating, they went to their rooms. When Darion entered his room, he took the staff out of the arm of his mail. He looked at it for a moment... then he placed it back to the arm of his mail. Then he tried to remember as many things as he could... "A really powerful magical artefact" he thought "what Zakhtos sent to me. I should have never doubted in him... he is here to help, just when I would need him."
He took a cloak and a warmer jacket from his room and he left the tavern. Outside Faeruz was awaiting for him now.
“So? What should we do here?” Darion asked.
“The thing we will do in all places” Faeruz said “search for allies.”
Darion nodded, but led by a strange thought, he looked up. Then he said “We've got company!”
Faeruz also looked up to see a big flying creature approaching, likely to be a dragon. The magi said 
“Stay ready, Darion... I have no guess about his behaviour. Maybe he is a friend, maybe not.”
Darion let out a faint curse, then tried to get ready for a suspected fight. He checked his sword and the Firestaff in his belt. Both weapons were ready to use. Then he looked up. The dragon was near enough to now recognise. It was a white-coloured dragon, an ordinary size, and it had a rider on its back. They came nearer and nearer and finally landed.
“Greetings. Who are you?” Faeruz asked them.
“I am Werokh, and he is Barg, my bonded”  the dragon said “who are you and want do you want here?”
“I am Faeruz, a Guardian Magi, and he is Darion, a young apprentice of the Order. We were in the Islands when the betrayal happened and we have seen the fall of Alwarren and with that, the last deed of Tuiri and Egil... and we do fear that only worse things will happen.”
Barg nodded.
“We have heard what happened. To admit, I still can hardly believe what happened... this is truly like a nightmare. But... what do you want here?”
“We are searching for allies” Darion said “searching for ones who will help us against  Navaros. I guess that you are in the game, though.”
Both Werokh and Barg fell silent, but only for a moment.
“You are right” the dragon said “we are in the game. But now come with us... I guess there will be more players for this 'game'.”

14.  Chess

Werokh led Darion and Faeruz from the air. Although the dragon was flying as slowly as he could, both Darion and Faeruz could not keep up. Sometimes they even missed the white dragon, and it took them a while to figure out where to go now. But after a half-day journey, they arrived at a cave in a hill.
“So, here we are” Werokh said.
“Ahhha. A cave. How did I not think about this....” Darion said sarcastically. Werokh glanced at him angrily then looked away.
“Keep calm, guys” Barg said “this is not the best time to argue. This is not only a cave, Darion. Some dragonriders come here frequently. We have a good chance to meet them.”
“Then all we have to do is to wait” Faeruz said and sat down to the cold stone. Darion gave him an envious look. "I wish I could cast a spell to not feel the cold" he thought and looked at the horizon impatiently. He did not have to look at it for so long, though... After twenty minutes, a few dragons appeared, heading towards them.
“There they are” Werokh broke the silence.
The dragons arrived there and landed. It was a small party of three members.
“Who are they, Werokh?” a green dragon asked.
“They are-“ Werokh tried to answer but he was interrupted.
“I am Darion Zarek, apprentice of the Order. I lead the survivors of the battle of the Island Fortress, and ask your help and accompany to defeat Navaros. My friend is Faeruz, a guardian magi.”
“Heading straight to the point, are we?” a rider asked “Very well. I have heard rumours that the survivor knights of the Island fortress fled, but I could not believe them.” he shook his head “and I fear there only a few things which I do dare to believe in now.”
“I will be one of them” Darion replied “believe me. If there is someone who can defeat Navaros, then I am that one.”
Everyone gave him a disbelieving look, then the azure dragon said “How confident. Don't worry... you will learn that you are not the new messiah.”
Darion knew this... but he also knew that these fighters were really confused about what had happened lately. He knew that he must show his strength to convince them.
“Maybe”  Darion said “but I do think that we could be a worthy team together.”
The three riders and Barg looked at each other, then Barg said “Okay. You got us. But I do hope that we will be able to do something sensible... before something worse will happen.”
Darion nodded, but he thought "What can be worse than this?".
“We should meet up with the your knights” the green dragon said “but since you have no dragon, I guess that we will have to carry you too. This may cause us to slow down a bit... but it will be still better then leaving you to walk.”
Darion looked at Faeruz and nodded. He could use his Tele port spell, but he did not want to become weak now. Both of them mounted a dragon, then all of them left.

After a day, they landed in the city of Faerburn. Darion looked around. The city was much more like a stronghold than a city... but he did not care with that. A knight approached them and said “We are grateful to see you alive, Darion. Same to you, Zarek... and I am really pleased to see that not all the bonded have died. Maybe... things will become better. We can win this war... and we will. “
“You are as optimistic as Darion” Werokh said.
“The last thing I want to give up is hope”  the knight replied “it is the only thing that keeps us fighting now. The hope for a better future.”
“We have no time to discuss such things” Darion interrupted “we have to move quick. Order everyone to stay ready for action. Barg, you will take charge of the bonded here. Make sure that you are ready! I do not want to have serious casualties.”
“What are you planning?” Barg asked.
“I'll let you know when the time shall come” Darion said.
Everyone went to do his work. Only Darion and Faeruz were standing there now.
“I have a troubling thought now” the magi said.
“Tell me, then” Darion said.
“It is about you, Darion.”
Darion looked at the magi quite surprised. Then he asked “And what is that?”
“I fear that the thing you intend to do won't be the best way.”
Darion gave him a slight smile, and said “Maybe... but how do you know this if you even don't know what I am planning to do?”
“I can see your mentality. You do not really want to see that the things you command at the moment are living beings. For you, they are nothing else then warriors, destined only to fight and to die. Life has more importance than this.”
“I know how important life is” Darion said angrily “but there are no wars without losses.”
“For you, those losses are nothing more than statistics” Faeruz said “you take no care with anyone's feelings. You can only see one thing: your target. And you would sacrifice anyone and anything to reach that.”
“And?” Darion asked “We reach the biggest prizes by sacrifices.”
“Yes, we do” Faeruz replied “but the way you are doing this is unusual for the Order. I know only one who has quite the same methods.”
“And who is he?”
“Navaros.”

The answer was quite surprising for Darion. For all the time he has thought that Faeruz was following him without any kind of task, and now he has learnt that the magi was testing him for all the time. "What's more, he thinks that I am no better than Navaros" Darion thought "how idiotic!"
“Why would I fight against a beast which is just like myself?” Darion asked “Sometimes I do think that you lack common sense.”
“Yes, I was feeling the same” Faeruz said “You do not believe in equality, and nor you believe in bonding. You do not believe in our plans. You only believe in the Order... but I wonder how long will that belief will last. You are only playing chess with us. For you, we are not living beings but just unappreciated fighters only existing to fight. As long as we are valuable to you, you are with us. But after that...”
“This is not true. Both of us know it. And anyway... I can and I will change” Darion said. He felt humiliated, even if what the magi said was true -  nothing is permanent.
“Yes, you have changed a lot already” Faeruz said “you became less cautious and more confident in your aims since the event at the Dragon Temple. But I do not really know if this is for your advantage.”
“Why do you keep following me then?! “ Darion asked half-shouting. He tried to regain his calmness, but he could not do that completely “If I am no better than Navaros, then why are you on my back?”
“I did not say you no better than Navaros” Faeruz said “You are better than him. Although only a bit, but you do believe in the Order and in it's aims. You are fond of caring of what is valuable and you do not intend totally on destruction and annihilation. But I do fear that you are only the smaller bad we can choose of. I wish I had time to show you the things you lack... but I do not have time to do that. I can only hope that you will not become another Navaros.”
“Thanks for the inspiring thoughts” Darion said ironically “I really enjoy when my followers have faith in me.”
“I did not want to mean I see my greatest enemy in you, Darion” Faeruz said “I only wanted to warn you. You wouldn't be the first one who becomes a tyrant when he is given power. It would be a pity for you... and it would be our doom.”
Ending his words, the magi left, not waiting for Darion's answer. Darion was happy for the magi for leaving, though. He would have really liked to think about what he heard. "So" he thought "I am becoming Navaros? Can it be?" he did not know the answer, so he tried to think harder. "I am not really caring for lives? It can occur...." . Darion knew that after serving hell in the netherworlds, in this mortal world he can look as a tyrant person. What was a simple action in hell was one of the most evil deeds here. He got used to not caring for life. First, because in ethereal world, only magical beings fight... warriors like him, living by magic, or warriors who are not living but only summoned. He was never told to respect life... since life in eternity was a thing not to really care with. What was summoned by magic could have been restored, only time and power needed to do that was the question. Secondly, Darion has seen much bloodshed, and after a while, he started not to really notice death. He thought that dying is a simple consequence of fighting. A thing that always occurs. But now, when he overviewed himself, he found himself changing. Although he did not want to admit it, the events at the Dragon Temple affected him a lot. From that point, he was slowly changing... led by his fears. He now knew that he is mortal, and as that, he can easily die... even if being immortal, he can loose his soul... and then he will be done forever. But he feared of simple death, too. The pain he felt when respawning made him fear the consequences of dying. His fear for his life slowly made him value life. And with that, he slowly recognised that in a mortal world, not he only fears for his life. Darion knew this. But he did not wanted to admit, and less wanted anyone else to know about this. He was fearing that he could be easily trapped if anyone else would know what he does fear of..."I must not allow myself to be easily handled" Darion thought "But I guess that Faeruz is right...  I am playing chess indeed. But I can do nothing else... and I really don't care of the Order nor about it's foolish things. I only care to end this war... and of my own survival, of course. I only wonder if Faeruz will tell the others of his thoughts... if he does, I will be in a serious problem. Let's hope he will keep his mouth shut... I would be really sorry for such a powerful aid, but I fear that I would have to kill him." Darion stopped at this thought, but he did not really care of it. He had other thoughts now... "I must end this war as fast as possible. It is in Zakhtos's, my and their interest. Zakhtos wants this place untapped, I want to survive this and they want peace. Hahh... when the aims meet. It is my luck... and the only thing I can rely on.". Darion sighed. He hoped that he is relying on the right thing... and he admitted again that this is a chess game. He made his move, and now it was the enemy's turn. Darion only hoped that Navaros will not make the right move.

15.   Higher purposes

The Unholy Palace, the meeting of the Dark Union's leaders

“We heard that you have really annoying news, Zakhtos” a voice said.
Zakhtos looked around. Everyone who was really important was in the meeting. He was just about to answer when a tall, humanlike being entered the room. All of them stood up.
“I, Qasuj, Leader of the Damned greet you, my lord.” one of them said.
“Trahij, Lord of Death stands at your disposal.”
“The Lord of Hell, Zakhtos is eager to hear your words” he said. Only one character remained silent... but after a few moments passed, he stood up and bowed to the humanlike. It was obvious that he only waited to show that he is different from the others.
“Wutasj, Lord of the Darklands. Make quick, my greatness... time is our enemy.”
“Do not fear, Wutasj. I now see that all of you are here. Good. Let's begin.”
All of them took a seat. Zakthos looked at the tall man... everyone could recognise him. He was Zeranah, Shadowlord of the Union. "He is the leader of the Union for centuries now" Zakhtos thought and hoped that his mistakes won't be punished brutally.
“Our most urgent topic is around Zakhtos” Zeranah said “so? What's this about that treachery and about your newest conquest in a mortal world? I am looking forward to your explanation.”
Zakhtos was ready for this. He knew that the things, which happened recently, were heard not only by him. He started to speak “It began years ago. A betrayer dragonrider called Navaros came to me with its dragon called Kaeros. They were members of the so-called 'Order of the Flame', which is an alliance between races in order to keep their land in peace. I guess that all of us know that we need power more than ever before. In order to gain new resources, I tried a good trick. I have convinced the betrayers and made them to be my servants. I have trained Navaros, and he gained much power. As an exchange, he would have given me his land.”
“And?” Trashij interrupted “What has gone wrong then?”
“Navaros has betrayed not only his Order” Zakhtos said “but even me. He convinced many of my troops to join him. They have left to Navaros's mortal world known as 'Drakan'. There they founded a new Dark Union. I did not knew about this until the recent events happened. But I had guesses though... In order to keep the situation in hands, I have dispatched one of my best lieutenants to the area. He was....”
“Darion Zarek. One of the few champion Ebon Knights” Zeranah said “A wise thought. He is a really strong and reliable fighter... here. But in a mortal world, everything is different.”
“I know” Zakhtos went on “but I gave immortality to Darion... as long as his soul is untapped, he can gain new bodies when his body dies.”
“Good” Zeranah said “go on.”
“As I said before, Navaros has convinced some of my troops to leave me and join him. But now, I can do nothing to gain them back... they are totally out of my grip now.”
“So, another war...” Qasuj said “how thriving.”
“No, Qasuj. We have enough enemies now already. I hope you did not count with our assistance in this fight, Zakhtos” Zeranah said.
“No, I did not” Zakhtos said and thought "but I do hoped for it....". He went on “but I have sent Darion to gain the world without fight... but these plans failed. That fool Navaros has not only betrayed me but ruined my plans. Drakan is now ran through by a war... I can only rely on Darion, but he now has all my confidence. I gave him everything what he would need for his success.”
“Good.” Zeranah said “But there is one more thing that you should tell us. I have heard rumours that there were already some of our troops there... is this true?”
“Yes.” Qasuj said “I already had some of my men in the Order of Flame... this is why I could inform you about Navaros so early, my lord. But... Navaros killed them. Now I do not have anyone there, but I am not willing to send anyone there furthermore.”
Zeranah nodded and than turned to Zakhtos again “And what about Darion? I heard rumours that he is not so loyal now as he was before.”
Zakhtos thought for a moment about what to say, and then explained “Yes... those rumours are true. But as I said before, he is totally reliable. The only annoying thing happening to him is that he is now turning to the worth of light.... but this can turn out to be useful. If I will have a world led by one of my minions, like Darion, who will be following some thoughts of the light, I will be able to use that to convince some of our enemies... and at the moment, we would need that desperately.”
Zeranah smiled and said “Then you are thinking in the same way as I do. You know, I was thinking about saving Qasuj's troops there and stopping the outbreak of this war, but it would not really serve our purposes... but the plan you described is very similar to mine. And do not really worry... I can not promise that Darion will survive... but if he fails, we will have other fighters going there as well... but Navaros will surely fall. I can assure you... as the Shadowlord of the Union.”
Zakhtos knew what this meant. The Union was now hunting Navaros... which meant sure death to any mortal. He felt relief... he only feared for Darion, but he knew that the life of his loyal soldier is only a second question now, whatever he does.
“So, the next topic.” Zeranah said “Wutasj, inform us about the new situation in the war on the edge of your Darklands.”
The lord started to speak, and the meeting soon turned into a plan-designing forum, where those five leaders developed their further plans for their wars.

After the meeting, only Zeranah and Qasuj  stayed in the room.
“Shouldn't we tall Zakhtos and Darion about the earlier dismissed?” Qasuj asked.
“No” Zeranah replied. He knew that the dismissed were a massive number of troops of their armies dispatched to Drakan centuries ago. "However, that plan failed... but only because of a built-in member of our enemies" Zeranah thought. But he also knew that those creatures were living in Drakan for ages now, and became totally independent from their will.
“Since we cannot do anything with the dismissed, we will not tell them about them” Zeranah said “Let this be their own problem.”
“Those creatures are surely in Navaros's army now” Qasuj said “and they can mean a big threat.”
“As I said, it doesn't matter” Zeranah said “ if Zakhtos and Darion fail, then we will have other ones to dispatch. Fear not. The situation is in my hands... do not forget that I am the Shadowlord of the Union. Mortal worlds and their inhabitants are no challenge to me... to us. Let this be a test for Zakhtos and for his lieutenant. Let us see how strong they are.”
Qasuj smiled and said “Yes, my lord.”

16.  Invasion

Darion did not really fancy the thought of being alone in combat at this point. However, he knew that if Faeruz has spoken his doubts to anyone else, he will be left alone. He went to the city. When he looked at his troops he knew that they were eager to fight on his side. "So, Faeruz did not ruin my plans" Darion thought "but since I am his only way to end this war, I am not so surprised."
“It seems that you have picked a good hiding place for your plans, Darion” he heard a voice say. It was Werokh speaking to him.”
“Yes. But I just keep wondering how long will we be left in peace” Darion said “although this place is really out of sight for Navaros and his army, I can't believe that a such large team can remain undiscovered for a long time.”
“They have not attacked this place yet” Werokh replied “have no fears.”
“I envy your optimism, Werokh” Darion said “but I do have fears. We will be attacked, it is only question of time. And I only hope that when we will get an attack we will stand ready.”
Werokh grinned exposing his teeth and said “We always stand ready.”
“You are not an optimist, Werokh” Darion said “you are simply dreaming”
The thing he was afraid of interrupted him. A sudden inhuman roar coming from the sea warned them about an incoming attack.

Werokh took off immediately and Darion ran to the nearest watchtower. Using his magic abilities, he jumped up, right into the twenty-meter high tower, astonishing the guards inside. They only continued moving when Darion shouted “WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR?! “
Then Darion looked around. The land viewed from above was different. Darion could see his knights and archers taking up their defensive formations. But he could not see Faeruz or a dragon. "Perhaps they decided to leave me" Darion thought "no matter. We will win... we have to."
Far in the distance, Darion could now see the source of the strange noise. Goblin battleships were arriving, accompanied by dragons, blade dragons and dracolichs. "Too much to take" Darion realised. Then he had a good idea. He was not the best Ebon Knight in Zakthos's army for nothing. He ran down to the ground and headed to the sea. He could now see the great opposing army... and he took the Exeter into his hands.

When he gripped the staff, he could feel power running through his body. "It contains great powers indeed" Darion thought and concentrated in order to use these powers. He knew exactly what to do; the thoughts suddenly appeared in his mind. He murmured the ritual of the spell, and imagined a terrible storm on the sea, cracking and sinking ships, killing everything in the air. He only had to wait for a second... suddenly the winds started to blow stronger and stronger. Darion took the Exeter back into the arm of his cloth. Then what he has seen was much beyond than he wanted to do... He saw dozens of hurricanes on the sea. Heading towards the ships and also heading for them!

"Damn it!!" Darion thought while running back into the city against the strong winds "I did not want such a powerful storm! I better think more carefully next time before using this staff...". When he made it to the town, he could see the rest of his troops still in formation, waiting to fight. He shouted at the top of his voice, saying “Get out of there! Find shelters! It will be a storm which was never seen before!”
His men did not need further instructions. Realising that this will be a truly lethal play of the wind, they have gone to the nearest cellars. Darion looked around, then when he was sure that all his men had left the surface, he quickly went into a cellar. Or... he wanted to. He was halfway when a lightning bolt hit a tree and it nearly fell on him, but it blocked the way to the cellar. Having no more ideas now, he went into a house made of stone. He locked the door and hid, praying that he won't need to use his rebirth ability again. There was silence and peace then. Darion started wondering if the storm has disappeared... but it hadn’t. Only a few moments after, the eye of the storm has reached both the city and attacking army.

Darion could hear the wind blowing as loudly as he had only heard a few times before in the ethereal worlds. "I hope that this is a strong house..." he thought. The answer came in seconds. The roof of the house suddenly disappeared, obviously torn down by the wind. Darion caught the chimney. But he could feel that he can not hold it for long... and then it happened. He was flying in the air, now four meters above the ground. "So... dying again" he thought. He was wrong again...

As the spell was not correctly cast, it only lasted a few minutes. Darion suddenly realised that the winds stopped and he was falling towards the ground... the he collided. He felt pain... "Auhhh... it nearly broke my leg..." he thought. Hearing that it was over, his men came out of the cellars, looking around as if not believing what they are seeing. Darion stood up. He was glad to see peace after the chaos caused by his spell.... but this peace lasted for only a moment. They were brought back to reality by the sounds of the attacking army.

The army of Navaros was brutally decimated by the storm. They have lost nearly all of their aerial help, and lots of ships sank. But they did not retreat.

The archers and knights ran to the formations they have left, and started to fire from all kinds of ranged weapons. Darion looked around... he was not really in a mood to fight now. But he had to... suddenly a blade dragon appeared above him, diving fast, obviously trying to attack. Darion did not have to think... he was led by his instincts. He grabbed the Firestaff, aimed for a second, and pulled the little trigger. Flames came out of the weapon, and the blade dragon roared in pain for a second, then it crashed into the ground as stone. "One less.... still many to get" Darion thought while trying to reload. Then he ran onto the wall. He could see that the remaining battleships were now close enough to let the forces they carry to land... but there was one more trick made by the knights awaiting for them. When close to the shore, ballistas and catapults started to fire, sinking many ships. However, the remaining ships' crew landed, and assaulted Faerburn. Darion took the Firestaff into his belt. "This can be good if another flying thing appears" he thought and grabbed his sword.
“Follow me! Charge!” he shouted and raised his sword into the air. Followed by the knights and covered by the rest of the archers, he led all his men into the battle.

He was in the lead, so Darion met the first enemy, a wartok. It rose its battle-axe into the air, but he did not strike as Darion's blade tore through him. Darion pulled the blade out of the dead body, and saw that the battle began. He had not time to think, though. More and more enemies approached him, and he now fought for his life.

Two orcs tried to catch him. Darion caught the first strike with his blade and dodged from the second. He swung his blade around, and an orcish head landed on the floor. The orc's mate did not wanted to confront Darion more, but he had no time to flee. Just when he turned back, the narrow blade sliced him through. A third orc attacked Darion then, giving no time for the human to react. The spiked club hit Darion at his left leg, which was already hurting by his little collision with the ground. He collapsed, but swung his sword at supposed direction of his attacker. The blow was not fatal, but the orc was wounded so badly that it fled. Darion managed to sit up. He was breathing painfully, when he noticed two wartoks nearby. One of them said “Die human!” but he was not more lucky than his mates. Both of them were hit by dozens of arrows. Darion looked back, and saw the archers now only firing at the ground enemy. Everyone has left battleships, and the archers did not care for the empty boats. Darion wanted to stand up, but he realised that jumping up right into the archers' fire would not prove him with a long lasting life. So he stayed sitting on the ground, and only stood up when he did not hear the sound of the flying arrows. He looked around. Finding the nearest enemy, he rose his sword and jumped at his prey. The crimson knight was already battling with two of Darion's knights, and with loosing, it decided to tray a fiery blast... but he was too late. Darion's sword cut one of the sword arms off, using the advantage given by striking from air. The crimson knight had no time to recover, Darion gave him another, a final blow. Then he turned back and headed deeper into the battle... the forces of Navaros were now driven back. But they were not defeated... Darion raised his sword but he did not strike down. He heard strange noises and looked back... to see a swarm of dragons approaching.

The unholy army of Navaros needed nothing else. They fled immediately as the dragons arrived, not caring with anything else. However, while retreating, they were perfect targets to the archers, who kept firing all the time. Darion was astonished..."Where did these come from?" he thought. The answer came almost immediately. Faeruz appeared in the front of him, and with one move of his finger, all of the flying creatures disappeared. 
“These were only illusions too” Faeruz said “I hope I did not cause too much trouble.”
Darion smiled and said “No, you did not... perhaps you will teach me how to create such illusions. Please.....” he said while grinning. Faeruz smiled and let out a little laughter.
“Where are the others?” Darion asked.
“The dragons you mean?” Faeruz asked back “I do not know. I did not meet them. I thought they were here.”
Darion did not say anything. Then they saw another battle in the opposite end of Faerburn... it was between a few flying things and some ground troops. Not needing instructions what to do, everyone headed to there.

It was Werokh and the other bonded battling with some Ebon Knights.
“They are resistant to magic, so they must have known that it was only an illusion” Faeruz said.
Darion nodded and said “But do not think now... and don't speak. Let your fists do the talking!” he said and ran into the battle. The knights followed him.
“Ahh... and where is caution?” Faeruz asked, but was glad to see that Darion do not care not only for them - he even does not care for himself.

Although he was flying, Werokh had some problems. The Ebons were defending themselves very well, and the spears their thrown were aimed accurately. He was hit a few times, and he realised that there were simply too many Ebons for a few dragons to take. He was just about to think of the idea of retreating, when he saw an Ebon knight standing under him, just about to throw a spear. But suddenly the knight collapsed. Then Werokh heard the defending knights of Faerburn attacking the Ebons.

Darion noticed an Ebon just about to throw a spear. He aimed with the Firestaff and pulled the trigger. In the next moment, the knight collapsed without life. Then Darion drew his sword and ran into the battle. 

Although outnumbered, the Ebons took the fight against the assault of the knights and of the dragons above. Darion did not hesitate to choose a target. He went to the nearest Ebon and blew a strike at his opponent's head, which was busy with shooting the red dragon above. The blade of Darion hit the helmet, but the knight suddenly crouched and swung both his blades around. Darion jumped into the air with his magic again, flying as high as he could, and then he shot fireballs while airborne, then landed with using magic again.

Werokh was really surprised. Suddenly Darion jumped up from the ground to nearly 15 meters high, fired dozens of fireballs then landed without problems. "A really strong wizard or he only looks like if he was a human" the dragon thought but was too busy to think about this further.

Darion was feeling the victory in his hands now. He leaned and rose his blade to slice a knight through when suddenly a spear hit him. All his power left him, and he felt his body collapsing without life. "NOOO.... not again...." he thought and the world faded to him.

Faeruz could see that Darion was injured by a spear - badly. He tried to move closer to him, but a suddenly something interrupted him. A rift opened and some more knights came out, picking up Darion's body and going back into the rift which closed when they entered. Faeruz felt helpless and desperate. "Darion... no... this can not happen!!" he thought, but he could do nothing with it. The battle ended soon. The defending knights aided by the dragons were too much for the Ebons. But, as they realised after their victory, they have lost much. Very much.

17.   A second chance

Darion awoke. But this was different from everything what he has seen. He could feel that he was not living... but he was alive... But he was only a spirit now. He could see his unconscious body. He could even touch it. "What is this?" he asked of himself "what happened to me? Where am I?"
“So, you woke up.”  he heard a voice. He looked in the direction. He noticed a Damned Magi coming towards him. "Damned Magi are the best spell casters of Hell" he reminded himself "better even then the Death Magi, but also much rare.". He made it to the ground, and tried to stand as if he would have a body. "I must be careful with this magi" he thought.
“What do you want from me?” Darion asked “What have you done to me? Why?”
“We have saved you” the magi said “from a really simple trap which you ran into, Darion.”
“How do you know my name?” he asked “and what have you saved me from?”
“I am Qaus, right-hand of Zakhtos.” the magi said “And I did save you from dying forever.”
“I was immortal” Darion said.
“Yes, you were and you are still immortal. This is why you are here.” Qaus said “But those Ebons were not there to siege the city... they were there for you, Darion. If I and my troops did not interrupt then and there, you would have been taken away... to be Navaros's prey. He would have surely known a way how to destroy you. Have no doubts in that wizard's abilities...”
Darion was astonished. "This is the reason why didn't they flee!" he thought "They were only waiting for me! Ahh... a trap. And I ran directly into it." Darion felt rage then. He knew that what Faeruz said was true. He was incautious... but he paid a high price for that lesson now.
“I saved you because you are our last hope, Darion” Qaus went on “Zeranah wishes not to send further troops to Drakan. I don't know why, but it seems that he is afraid of that place... but I have heard rumours.”
“Speak it out” Darion said. He was impatient and annoyed.
“Some say that Navaros was not the first try to conquer Drakan” Qaus started talking “this story begins centuries before we were born, Darion... almost 1000 years before our time. It is said that Zeranah has just became the leader of the Union. As far as I know, there is only one in the council who knows this: Qasuj... both of them have an incredible age, at least that's what the rumours say. So, they just became important leaders, and as that, they wanted to prove their worth. They have accidentally found Drakan... and as a new, unconquered world, they have dispatched a huge army there. But, because of a built-in enemy, these plans failed. All contact with the troops were lost, and they fell under the influence of light... so they became native, but primitive beings. If this is true, then Navaros and you are the second failed plan to get that world...”
“I have heard these tales” Darion said “but I never believed in them.”
“You should” Qaus said “because it seems that Navaros has more creatures than he could have. And there is only one way for him to gain more troops: from Drakan... and how could he get wartoks and other beings from Drakan if this story is not true?”
Darion realised that Qaus was right. But he did not really want to hear about this at the moment...
“What happened to me?” Darion asked.
“You were killed in action, Darion” Qaus replied “and you were transported here via rift. This meant that your powers faded almost totally. You could not die, because you were immortal. But since you were too weak, you could not be reborn...”
“What do you mean by this?” Darion asked worryingly.
“It took a lot time to you to gain a body.... you are still not ready, but you will be in minutes.”
Darion's heart sank. He wanted to fight, and now he has slept?
“For how long was I here? Days? Weeks?”
“No, Darion” Qaus said “for 3 years now.”

Darion felt faint.
“3 years??” he whispered “That... can't be... no....”
“But yes, it can be” Qaus said “you were only lucky to wake up so early, though. Many immortals slept for centuries after a rift-travel like this... But this time, Zakhtos gave you a second chance.”
Darion forced a smile.
“But... I won't be able to gain a body now. If I am only a soul for too long” Darion said, but Qaus interrupted and said “Yes, but this is a special case. You are in an ethereal world now. Things here are different. The time spent without a body will not affect the difficulty of rebirth... rather your strength will”
Darion was thinking for a moment, trying to catch the line again.
“Thanks, Zakhtos...” he said “but I wish you would have been a bit faster.”
“This was the fastest way we could do without damaging you permanently” Qaus said and Darion realised that this was the real payment for his mistake.
“I have to get back to Drakan, as fast as possible” Darion said.
“You will be sent back as soon as you will regain your body” Qaus said “But know that things have changed much.”
“I am ready to face anything and anyone...but tell me what happened” Darion said.
“Well, it seems that that fool Navaros has betrayed a third person...”
“Ahh. The forces of light now?” Darion asked.
“No...apparently, it seems that he killed his dragon this time.” Qaus said.
“Kaeros?” Darion asked on an unbelieving tone “But... I thought they were bonded. Or did Navaros commit suicide?”
“No.” Qaus replied “Navaros only destroyed Kaeros's soul by sacrifice... but the dragon's body now belongs to him. Let me not describe what this means to his power...”
“I can imagine” Darion said. He knew that Navaros was insane and evil, but he did not thought that he could commit such things... and this meant a serious threat to even Darion, since he now had to face a much more stronger opponent... but he had a faint idea what to do...
“And one more thing” Qaus said “it seems that both sides are now preparing for the final assault... and if you ask me, Navaros will win.”
“No, he won't” Darion said “I will win. And with that, you and Zakhtos.”
“I hope so” Qaus said. They could not continue their conversation. Darion felt the familiar pain again... he was been reborn. But now, he was glad to feel this pain again.

After only a few minutes, he was back in Drakan. He looked around. He was in the town of Faerburn... or in what remained of it. The whole town was destroyed and burned to the ground, and now only burned piles of stone and some bones showed where the city stood before.
 "Things have changed" Darion thought "But not in the way I wanted to." Darion thought and kept looking around, searching for anyone who could help him... suddenly he heard a voice without body.
“Do not search here, Darion... all dead. Everyone. You are too late... for two years now.”
It was Zakhtos speaking to him.
“What is going on here?” Darion asked.
“Navaros is now striking down on the last remains of the Order of the Flame... he is near to his victory, but as long as he has not won, the results of this war are changeable.” the demon said.
“Where are they?” Darion asked impatiently.
“They are the foothills of Mount Tibor... take care. The union of Navaros has a stronghold there.”
“Take me there!” Darion said.
“Fight courageously and cautiously, my Lieutenant” Zakhtos said and the air surrounding Darion started to became darkened and darker, and when Darion could see anything else then darkness, he saw the silhouette of Mount Tibor with the two opposing forces.
 * Navaros will surely cast his Words of Power again... but he is now dragon, and as that, much stronger. Take care, champion of hell! Remember: all I need is the soul of him. * Darion sensed the demon lord's thoughts. He smiled... and he touched the Exeter. The staff was in his hands. Then he remembered... he now saw the pictures, which he always feared to see... He saw the Dragon Temple again. He saw Navaros with the demonic smile on his face... then he saw the mass destruction... then only the dead bodies, including Veiren and Gurlat. He reviewed the scene again and again. He knew that he can do it whenever he wants... it was a scene he will never forget. Then he looked at the Exeter. When he used it on the beach, he learned that the staff will make his thoughts come true, if those thoughts are destructive.... and he also knew that this staff will surely improve the efficiency of the spell he wants to cast. He smiled and then laughed loudly. "I will show Navaros what is real destruction!" he thought "I will turn his own weapon against him! I will show him what I felt in the damned temple... I will show him what is pain!"
Ending his thoughts, he started to ran towards the fortress... and then he could see the battle starting. But he did not want to get involved in the battle now. All he wanted to get close to was the black dragon in the front of the fortress. "If can kill Navaros, the soul will be easily mine" Darion thought. He felt sure in his victory... he knew that no one knew that he was there. "Do not be impatient, Navaros" he said to himself "here I come!"

18.  The heart of the darkness 

Darion was running as fast as he could. He did not want to use his magical powers now.... he knew that he will need them soon. Then he noticed two crimson knights coming towards him. He drew his sword, and jumped up. He managed a blow at the first knight's head, which died immediately. The second one tried to hit him, but pumped by the adrenaline and fuelled by hate and rage, Darion was much quicker than his opponent. He dodged both strikes and sliced his enemy's chest through with his blade. In the next moment he was heading towards Navaros again... he could only think about killing that foul being. "That image would worth anything" Darion thought of seeing Navaros die "Anything... and that picture would the first picture of my rule." Although he has not thought about this for a while now, he realised that if Navaros would die, he would become the ruler here... as Zakhtos promised. He smiled.... and kept running.

“There, Arokh!” Heron shouted. The noise surrounding them was very loud.
“I see now” the red dragon replied “hold tight! We will do a quite agile movement to get there, but we will make It.” and he started to rise his altitude fast.
Heron grabbed the Runeblade. "I hope that this will help us" he thought "if not, than everything is lost.". They were heading to the black dragon, but they had a long way to go, full of danger. AA-crossbows, dragons and other creatures faced them... but both the dragon and the rider were sure that they will make it. They had no other way, though...

The Union was winning the battle. Navaros was only sitting and watching his troops fighting. He knew that triumph will be his now. He knew that no one will ever try even to face him anymore. He was grinning toothily. "Kaeros... you were a fool... but a powerful fool, I must admit." he thought and looked at his body "Now, when I will finally crush the last remains of--". He was interrupted.
“NAVAROS!!!” he heard a voice shout and turned his head to the voice's direction... Darion was coming there. Navaros could not recognise him.... then he remembered a face from the Dragon Temple... and from Hell! He was astonished... but only for a second. Then he knew what to do. He realised why could a servant of the real union be sent for.
“You die now, whoever you are!” he shouted.

Darion grabbed the Firestaff and fired the weapon. Navaros was hit on his chest... but it did not damage him badly. The black dragon launched a big breath of magma at Darion's direction. He jumped aside, then concentrated for a moment and let out two shots of ice at Navaros. Only one caught him, but Darion could see that it pained the half dragon-half human creature. "If it bleeds, I can kill him" he thought and smiled. Too early. Navaros fired a massive ray of ice, better aimed this time. Darion jumped aside again, but he could not evade this. The ray caught the Firestaff, which was still in his hand, and the goblin weapon shattered into frozen pieces. "It was close" Darion thought and grabbed his sword while jumping at Navaros. The dragon did not know what to do, than he hastily took off. Darion saw Navaros taking off, and he realised that a such slow target is really vulnerable. He gathered his power again, and let out another ray of ice, aimed at the dragon's left wing. The ray collided into Navaros's body and created a strange play of light... and affecting a great deal of damage to the dragon. But Navaros did not care with this. He flew higher, and concentrated.... he felt powers he never felt before. Being now a dragon, he could use abilities and powers which were never accessible to him while he was a human mage. He smiled slightly... and then tried to cast the most powerful spell what he had.

Darion was standing on the ground, wandering what will Navaros now do... then he got the answer. He could sense some kind of power.... which was really familiar to him... he did not knew from where, but it was familiar. Then he realised where has he seen this before.... from the Dragon Temple. "I felt the same... so, Navaros is trying his good old trick again. Too bad... it is a pity for a such powerful wizard, but for you Navaros, I will send no flowers.". he thought. Then, something weird happened... a red dragon appeared, diving from above.

Navaros was looking at Darion, so he only noticed the other dragon too late.
“Arokh...!” he said, but he could say nothing else. Arokh came closer, close enough for Heron to give a blow from the Runeblade to Navaros. The sword pierced through the black scales and broke into the beast's body. Navaros roared in agony, but life began to quickly leave him... and all the power he contained was set free.

Darion was thunderstruck. But now, he could do nothing. He tried to cancel the spell he was casting, but he knew that he will fail.... and so he did. He lost the control of his own spell...

When a spell is being cast, and the casting wizard is slain before the spell is set free, the energies are unleashed freely... but this time, something different happened in only one moment. The spell, which Navaros tried to cast, was now broken as the casting wizard died... but there was Darion in the vicinity, casting another powerful spell. However, not casting it properly... and trying to cancel it, he totally lost control of the powers he possessed. The two spells' powers strengthened each other... which set them free in order to make Darion's sight of the destruction at the Dragon Temple come true. And so it did happen.

It happened in a second. Darion could see the skies darkening as if night has come in a moment, then suddenly he could see nothing else. He was totally led by the power he wanted to use...

Both armies stopped fighting. Everyone, looked back... at Navaros who was still in the air with Heron clinging on to the runeblade protruding from Navaros’s chest. Arokh was some distance away wondering why his rider was suddenly pulled from his back.
Navaros, now in his final death throes, was releasing all of the powers, which he possessed.... and what they did not know about, Darion, who was standing on the ground nearby, and was now under control of the power of the two spells. Suddenly there was a flash, and the land shattered into pieces as destruction and death were unleashed onto the battlefield…

Darion awoke in a second. He looked around. He thought that what he had seen at the Dragon Temple was the worst picture he will see in his mortal life. There, he knew that he was wrong. This picture was the worst. The dead and the dying were lying everywhere in sight. Arokh seemed to be the only survivor, who turned to look at him sadly for a second or two then flew away. "Everyone, no matter who or what it was has died"  Darion thought "What have I done?" then he realised what the answer was. "Faeruz was right..." he said to himself "I did exactly what Navaros wanted to do... I have destroyed everything around which was living. Is this... my doom? My fate? To kill and to destroy?" but he had no time to answer.
 * If devastation is an art, then you are the best artist * he heard a voice.
 * Who are you? * Darion asked.
 * Your highest lord. Zeranah, Shadowlord of the Dark Union. *
 * And... what do you want from me? * Darion asked... he was getting worried if he had done something wrong.
 * Just to tell you to keep on... your enemy is still alive. *
Darion looked around... it was hard to him to believe that Navaros could made it alive.
 * He is in a rift now * Zeranah kept on * but he will return. It is only the question of time... but he will return. And you will be there. You will await him and accomplish what you have come for. *
Darion did not want to do this, but he did not dare to disobey the Shadowlord.
 * I will, my lord * he thought.
 * Very good * Zeranah answered * but now, I will make your disguise. Think about a new life, Darion... you will need it. I will only make you leave this place cloaked... no one will ever know that you were here. *
* All right * Darion said. He felt despair and hopelessness. He did not know where the way he had chosen would lead... and he hoped that he will not have to do this once again. "It was close, even to me " he thought "but I have proven that I am the best. Better wizard than Navaros..." he thought and felt proud for himself, even if only for a moment.

19.  Waiting

Darion arrived near a city. He did not know where he was, but he knew what he has to do. Disguise himself and await for Navaros to return... await for his second chance. But before he could move, he sensed a strange thing... someone was trying to communicate with him.
 * Ahh, Darion. How does it feels to be victorious over everyone? * he had a thought which was not his.
 * Who are you? * Darion asked.
 * I am Qasuj, leader of the Damned. Now, it is your turn. What is your answer? *
 * Indeed I have won * Darion thought * but at a terrible cost. However, it doesn't matter now. I can't change the past. *
 * So? Aren't you proud of yourself? * Qasuj asked.
 * No. I am not proud for this... I could have done much better * Darion replied * but I did not regret anything I have done. I would do everything in the same way... but only better. I did not regret anything! * Darion said.
Just as he answered, it was over. Qasuj left him. Not having anything else to do, Darion went straight, forward to the town, hoping to find some food and a place to rest.

“He is still ours” Qasuj said.
“Yes. He did not regret anything... how proud. A big fault for a warrior” Zeranah said.
“For a warrior like him in that world, it is allowed” Qasuj replied.
“No. It is never allowed.”
“He is the best there. No one can defeat him now” Qasuj said and smiled slightly. He was glad to win a conversation against the Shadowlord.
“No. There is someone stronger. There is always a victorious challenger... like me. You know the way how I became the Shadowlord, Qasuj... I have defeated the 'undefeatable' myself.” Zeranah said, and Qasuj nodded, remembering the story. But he still disagreed, saying “But things will change now. The creatures in Drakan will see what they foolish deeds brought them...”
“No, Qasuj. Some things never change. Take a few living and intelligent beings... soon they will organise their own society. But where society is, there must be laws. Where laws are, there will always be judgements. Where judgements are made, there will always be losers, guilty. And where guilty are, there will be always ones, who disobey these laws... and they will always try to defeat the laws they do not believe in. This is our essence, Qasuj. The existence of a society always assumes the existence of its enemies. This is what keeps us alive... the fight of the light and dark. We can never win but we can never loose. Even us have our own society, so even we have our enemies... the light. But so does light .... No side can defeat the other. It is like shades and light. Light will always create shades, but no shade can exist without light. This is why Drakan will not become a paradise. There will be always new ones attempting to defeat the world they live in. There will always be new Navaroses... but with them, there will be new warriors to take care of them. This is  evolution, my friend... how the two sides grow always stronger and stronger, never being able to win, but always trying to achieve the unreachable.”
Qasuj shook his head, saying “Sorry, my lord, but I do not really believe this. It is...in opposite with everything I have learned about life.”
Zeranah grinned and said “Do not worry, Qasuj. You will discover the same one day... it is not really thriving to know this kind of fate of us, but from my point of view, this only means that I won't get bored since there will be always enough enemies to kill” and laughed. Then he became calm and said “About Darion... I am glad to see that he is still totally under our control... even now, when he has seen what he is capable to do.”
Qasuj gave him a disbelieving look and said “You mean... this was only a test? You could change things there?”
Zeranah smiled and said “I did change things there... but only for this little test of Darion. Now I see that he is truly a great warrior... on our side.”
Qasuj stared strangely at his lord, as if not believing to his ears, then Zeranah said “Do not be so surprised. I lead the Union, and you know the best that not for nothing. Changing things in a mortal world is not impossible even to you, Qasuj, so you know that it is not impossible to me, too.”
Qasuj only now realised that Zeranah was playing his games now, and he soon realised that this bloody play could have been a revenge for their great defeat centuries earlier. Then he had some more worrying thoughts.... but Zeranah said “I know what you are thinking of. Do not worry for Darion... he stands under my protection. But I think I will give a few challenges... to improve him. He is an unpolished diamond yet, Qasuj... but I will polish him. Now go, Qasuj. Leave me alone.”
Qasuj was glad to leave. He has heard too many things... and he did not believe in the most of them. But since Zeranah was his leader, he did not really wanted to think about these thoughts, since he disobeyed and disbelieved them. With shaking his head, he left the palace.

Epilogue

There was total silence. No one was in the cemetery... but suddenly a hand came out of a grave, shortly followed by its body... and now Darion grasped for air. "Those fools..." he thought "why did they put me into that grave? Hmm... the disadvantages of the immortality...." he smiled but the smile went  from his face when he realised something.... and he was getting really worried. He now hardly remembered anything about himself... he was living disguised for so long, that he forgot almost everything about his true self... now only a name remained. "Darion Zarek...." he said to himself, but he could not remember whose name this was. Was he a friend or an enemy? A soldier or a peasant? Or could have it been... him? He did not know, but he was in panic now. He tried to remember everything, but he failed. He shouted a spell, but he did not knew what was it good for... but he learned it soon. A rift opened and swallowed him...

He landed in an unknown place... he looked around. He would have liked to grab a weapon, but he soon realised that he was unarmed. He knew that once he had weapons, but he did not knew where did he left them. With a strong headache of thinking hard he took a few steps ahead, but suddenly heard “DIE, YOU FOOL WIZARD!!” and a band of angry people ambushed him... the last thing he saw was a short sword, heading towards him. Then darkness and silence.

A little child was playing in the road... then he had a strange feeling... but the feeling grew into pain. The boy tried to resist it, but he was too weak... so it took for seconds. The childish scream lasted only for a short time, and it disappeared in the air. The boy now was sitting on the ground, staring at nothing. A few wizards came there in minutes, searching for the source of the scream. One of them approached the boy and said “Hi, child... I am Horadz. Have you seen anything strange here?” but when the child looked into his eyes, Horadz knew that something was not right here. He could clearly feel that the child was possessing great powers, "maybe greater than mine" he thought... They looked into each other's eyes for a while there. The little boy had deep blue eyes and black hair. Then Horadz made his decision... he did not knew why, but he said “Tell me, my boy, would like to become a wizard one day?”
“Yes, sir!” the boy replied almost immediately.
“Good... then come with me. I'll show you the life with magic” Horadz said “but first, what is your name?”
The boy was thinking deeply for a moment... but could only say one name which he could remember:
“Darion... Darion Zarek.”
“Very well, Darion... come with me.” Horadz said, and both of them returned to the team of wizards. They could not hear, but a creature, which was looking at them laughed loudly... then it thought "Excellent!"... and with that, Zeranah returned to his another job, to design plans for his Union.


The old man looked at the fire in the fireplace. Looking at you then, he said “Ahh... not like the story yesterday, is it?” then he smiled “Not all stories are smiley ones, my child... life is not just only about victories. A tragedy may worth more experience about life then a dozen victory.” he yawned then “ahh.. my age... it is taking it's toll... I am exhausted. This weather... makes me have a headache. I think I better take a nap now... wake me up if the winds would stop” the old man said and went to his bed. You stayed in the chair and starting to wonder... then only listening to the noise of the winds outside and the fire in the fireplace... Listening only to the play of winter... the play of nature.


-- THE END --
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